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Board of Visitors examines upcoming year
■v

RACHANA DIXIT

■ K/rCK

Friday's Board of Visitor*, meeting addressed a myriad of
iMUM tor upcoming school years including a new MV w.u
institutional plan, many committee reports and an addressing
of a new biennial budget for'0f>'08.
The committee reports included the Athlctus,
Development, Education and Student life and Finance and
Physical Development committees, Laeh committee spoke
about a number of accomplishments and future goals.
Athletics
KYLE COU'IMAN.. <wvn/u
pttiMiMtwpher
[ohn Crover, speaking on behalf of the Athletics
Committee, stated during the meeting that tall sports were The Board of Visitors' Friday meeting outlined Issues and reports In varied areas for the upcoming school years.
w r. well-received this ye*ar and have continued bo get pofllive feedback. Student athletes' CPAs also trounced previous
wars'.
Education and Student Life
cussed, which will play a large role in the capital projects, and the
Grover then moved on to talk about fund raising for the athletMeredith Counter, vice rector of the Board of Visitors, introduced
acquisition of buildings such as Rockingham Memonal Hospital
Ogmn* saung that unrestricted giving was the Mrst priority.
proposals for potential academic programs. A proposal for a docCharles King, vice president ot administration and finance,
A fund-raising update also showed that there was I tremendous
torate of musical arts, which would combine a Ph.D. and Masters
mainly led a discussion of the biennial budget for '0ft-'l)8. Issues
llKRAM In limdraising compared to previous years, with an increase degree, was approved during the meeting yesterdav. I his program
that will affect the proposed budget include increased funding for
of 46 percent.
would be one of a kind in the state.
Rockingham Memorial Hospital, attempting to establish I B.S. in
[Wo other programs that are being approved include a B.S. in
engineering, increase enrollment growth funding, funding tor utilDevelopment
information analysis, and an M.S. in international security, focusing ity costs, as well as increasing the number of qualified nurses and
Stephen Leeolou spoke for the Development Committee, focus- mainly on civil and military relations. A new unified nondiseriminateachers.
ing largely on fund-raising issues and the Centennial Campaign.
tion statement for the university was proposed as well, which said
The proposed biennial budget will depend largely on whether
Leeolou said that to fund raise more effectively, the Office of
"owing: "fames Madison University does not disenminate on
the university receives the required amount of general funding,
Development and related offices are trying to convert to a new IT the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, gender, age, veteran
which is money given bv the state.
System and database tor increased alumni fundraising.
status, political affiliation, sexual orientation or disability."
Rose continued with an overview of the rtx-yeaj institutional
Currently, 80,(XN) alumni are listed in JML's database, but the
plan, which for the first time will be separate fnim the biennial budtechnology is outdated. Faculty and student connections for fund
Finance and Physical Development
get. The six-year plan includes academic, finance, enmllment and an
raising also will be used more in the future, leeolou said. JMU
|im Hartman addressed the Board for the Finance and Physical
institutional narrative.
President Lin wood Rose also said it is important to sustain a culture
Development committee, stahng that many capital pn>|ects are
of philanthropy and giving.
underway for the university, four of which include renovations and
ser BOARD, page 5
su oi which are m design. The '0ft-'08 biennial budget also was dis-

High gas
prices
change
protocol
■v

Charitable culmination
JMU students gather to see the final
event of Hope Floats week, a week
designed to raise funds for victims of
Hurricane Katrina
BY AlllSON GOSSETT
mim

KATIE CDOWD

\ KIJER
Consumers may be getting
more than the\ bargain lor at the
pump these days fha rising gas
pricti may be putting a dent in
your wallet, but what many consumers do not know is that these
nrues also COUW be attesting how
yotl use your debit card.
When inserting a credit or
debit card to activate the gas
pump, a dollar level has to be
preauthonzed since the amount of
the sale is unknown until after the
pumping is finished.
I he issue really is one which
is related to the banking industry and the way that 'check card'
transactions are processed," said
Amerada Hess spokesperson |a\
R Wilson. "Check card transactions are when you use a debit
card but do not enter vour PIN."

With higher gas
prices ... there is
a greater chance
that the $75
minimum might
not cover the cost
of the transaction.
— Monica Jones
Public Relations Manager at Sheet/
The dollar level was once $50
at Amerada Hess gas stations but
WSJ raised to $7S after some customers complained they could not
fill their tanks without reinserting
their cards, Wilson said.
"If a customer pays by credit
card or debit card using PIN, there
is typically no issue because the
actual amount ends up being substituted tor the preauthon/ation
almost immediately," Wilson said.
"However, if the customer
used a debit card but did not
use a PIN, the preauthon/ation is
not reversed quickly because this
channel of electronic coaunefct is
slower." Wilson added.
Banks have different pollCM
on holds, some will reverse the
holds quicker than others
I less never ends up with one
cent more than tin1 actual amount
of the purchase," Wilson said. It
anybody is holding onto the customer's dollars, it is the bank."
While some financial institu
I'HK I I p*ge5

EVAN DYSON/jrnur /*».>«r.v*.-'
Sophomore Jackl Wooteey hold* up a sign requesting donations. Hope Floats
raised over $13,000 for the Red Cross,

Several hundred JMU students gathered on the Festival lawn center to
show their support tor the victims of Hurricane Katrina on friday.
The event, called Hope Floats, went on for eight hours beginning at 4
p.m. Students could stop by and make a donation while checking out live
performamev and a portion of the proceeds from food and merchandise
bands were selling went toward the donation
President Rose helped kick off the event by commending students tor
their ettorts and providing words of inspiration.
"What you're doing represents the spirit behind the words 'All Together
One' and sends a wonderful message about the students at fames Madison.
Rose said. "Your goal is a great one, and there are lots of people counting on
you."
Rose reminded students that what was lost in the hurncane was not all
material possessions.
"Those waters destroyed not onlv buildings, but lives and entire tanu
lies," he said. "The people there should reflect our real concern, so remem
ber to think about why you're here tonight. I am so proud of what you've
done."
Early planning of the event began with a gathenng of club presidents
organized by Student Body President Wesli Spencer in response to the Strong
desire Irom numerous campus groups to help.
The need was there, and every organization at (ML wanted to do aomt
thing," Spencer said. "SGA helped gel all of the groups together and organi/e the planning, but the people who came to help out and represent their
organizations were the ones with the great ideas and creativity
The brainstorming that look place dunng the initial meetings and the
main that followed resulted in benefit activities, like the day of silence on the
Quad, a blood drive and passing out ribbons to show support.
Senior Megan Shecdtar. president of the co-ed service traternttv Alpha
Phi Omega, was eager tor her organization to help in some way.
"I really wanted mv organization to get involved because it's a great
cause," she said. "We knew we wanted to help, but we weren't sure how
until all of the organizations got together."
spencer also credited the many who gave their time, donations and
ettorts
The break dance club alone gave a $4,000 donation, but we were ultimately able to raise a little over $13,000 in total for the American Red < FOM
Spencer said "I have such gratitude for the people who came through, even
if only for 10 minutes of their time.
see CHARITY, pap 3

Instant Messenger viruses increase four-fold
■Y JOHN MAI ITINOK
CONTRIBUTING WMITR

While wasting time on AOL Instant Messenger,
users may click on alink in their buddy's profile,
only to find that the link is a virus.
According to computing magazine Pi.' World, the
amount ot viruses spread over Instant Messenger
and similar programs increased 400 percent from
2002 to 2(X13, While virus protection for e-mail has
been bulked up, instant messenger programs remain
a soft and opportune target for viruses.
senior Kevin Branson said he had a run-in with a
<. irus spread through IM.
"I clicked on an IM from someone I thought
I knew on my buddy list, some random link like
see vour picture here' and it sent out random IM's
to others," Branson said "With that same link ...
People told me they got IMs from me with that link
in it." Branson said not only was his AOL Instant
Maaatngn program wrecked by the virus, he could
not even connect to the Internet.
Viruses ipraad through Instant Messenger are

I

cause for concern and their consequent's are at the
least, inconvenient. The consequences can be highly
dangerous, depending on the \ Inil
According to JMU Computing, some vi ruses even
get the user to download a "ntOBHax) ' program to
seethe picture offered In the talse link I his program
allows the virus creator potential access to sensitive
information about the user such as passwords, social
security number, even credit card numbers
Probably the most effective way is for users to
be extremely careful before clicking on links and to
verify the site before they click Another important
measure to take is to make sure that all of a user s
software is updated with the latest versions, including anti-virus software C nminals take ,n\\ antage ot
mistakes in old versions ol software, according to
PC World.
If you have already contracted a virus through
IM, there are many wavs to clean up vour computer and beef up your system'■ seuinU. I here in
downloads available online both lor cleaning up
sec VIRUS, pap 5
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Student Conservation Association

The Furious Flower Poetry Center

The Student Conservation Association will be visiting
JMU on Monday and Tuesday. Sept 26 and 27, to let
students know about nationwide environmental internships available Come to the information session Tuesday night. Sept. 27 Irom 6 p m. to 7 p.m. in Taylor 302 II
students can't make it, they can stop by the SCA table by
the University Into desk in the Festival Center on Monday
or Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. SCA alumna Tamara
Paul will give more information on how to get hands-on
conservation expenence while giving something back to
the world To learn more, go to friesca.org.

The Furious Flower Poetry Center is ottering a
two-day seminar on poetry writing and revision
and composing music to accompany poetry. Sept.
29 and 30. T J Anderson, a highly respected musician, poet and scholar, will offer this seminar to
JMU students. There are openings for two more
student musicians The only requirement is being
a musician able or willing to work with improvisation. Contact Elizabeth Haworth at hawortex or
Julie Caran at caran/g for more information or to
sign up.

The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
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senior writer

License Plate Theft
A JMU student reported the theft of a Maryland license plate from a vehicle parked in R1 Lot between Sept 20 and
Sept 21

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
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CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Go lo www.
thebmtzo.Ofg and click on the classified
link or come into the office weekdays
between 8am and 5pm
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Searching
For The
Perfect Place
To Live?

Get Outdoors
...M^kea Difference
The Student Conservation Association (SCA) provides college
students and other young adults with meaningful conservation
service internships and volunteer opportunities in our
National Parks, Forests and other public lands.
Enjoy adventure, gain hands-on job experience, and make a

difference nationwide.
Come to one of the following Info Sessions to find
out more about our Expense-Paid Internships
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Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
bfeezeopinion9hotmail.com

The Breeze, the student-run
newspaper of James Madison
University, serves student and
faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community. The
Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in its First
Amendment rights

Mailing address:

POLICE LOG B
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local Harnsonburg
community Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Nathan Chiantella. editor
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MISSION

Calendar

Roger Soenksen

Contact Us

MONDAY, SEPT.

Sheldon 114
Monday, September 26" - 4.00 - 5.00 PM
Taylor 302
Tuesday, September 27" - 6.00 - 7:00 PM

Student
Conservation
iCA Association

www.tbeSCA.org

Need some Extra Cash?
$
JAMES WCHONE
(£
4)

ancquc

^ ^ jewelry

^

Buying
Tiffany & Co., Cartier, Yurman, Hidalgo Jewelry

www.OffCampusHousing.com

MIST be 18 w/two IDs

We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Fox Hill Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square

COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Gingerbread House
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

434-5150
7I5 Port Republic Road
HarrisonDurg, VA
Each Co«J— SW« CcmwcW CAM « InttprndMr Owned Ana Opsntt

;'*FREE*«
'STOVE ' | 4 night rental !
one per customer
& VIDEO
Route 33 East
Harnsonburg

433-9181

Free Membership
Over 1,000 Movies
DVDs, VMS, XBoX & PS2 games

(next to Wendy's)

Pamper your pets at
Valley Vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
43 3 "VETS

498 University Blvd.

Across from COSTCO

CAMPUS
Lambda Chi Alpha works to receive charter
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Brotherhood becomes official colony and hopes to gain charter by September of next year
•Y COREY GOCCIN
CONTRIBUTING WRTTTR

Lambda Chi Alpha hopes to
be the newest social fraternity
on campus by September 2006.
The fraternity4 officially
became a colony on Sept. 14,
which means they are recognized by JMU and the Interfraternity Council. However,
they don't yet have a charter
from Lambda Chi Alpha's nationals; to receive their charter, they have two years to
complete 15 steps.
"Our goal is to have our
charter by Sept. 14 of next
year," said senior Justin Nolan,
Lambda Chi Alpha president.
Junior Tim Magner, recruitment officer for Lambda
Chi Alpha, said some of the 15
steps incude getting letters of
support from other chapters
of Lambda Chi Alpha, meeting the minimum number of
members, proper education
of the fraternity's ideals and
beliefs and a community service requirement.
"Our main goal right now is
building up," Magner said. "We
have some seniors graduating, so
we're looking for young blood."
Lambda Chi Alpha was a
fraternity at JMU until 1997,

when it lost its charter
"We are a different group of
guys now, and we don't want
to be associated with the old
Lambda Chi Alpha," Nolan
said. 'Things are going to be
different with us."
Lambda Chi Alpha will operate like any other fraternity
this year, including social aspects and their philanthropy.
On Nov. 5, they will be participating in the North American
Food Drive.
"Lambda Chi Alpha's national goal is to collect three
million pounds of food," Nolan
said. "We hope to be above the
national average."
Lambda Chi Alpha also will
participate in spring rush.
"We are constantly recruiting," Magner said.
Lambda Chi Alpha is the
second fraternity to attempt to
colonize recently.
"It has been a long process," Nolan said. "A lot of
eyes are on us."
Magner said the hard work
will be worth it because getting
die fraternity's charter is something all its members want.
"We definitely have our
work cut out for us," he said.
"But we're all really excited
about it."

RAISA \SON/conlnbutmg phtHi^rap/iet

Colony members of Lamda Chi Alpha participate In an associate rrwmbarshlp caramony on Thursday at tha AUsfhany room.

CHARITY: Students unite for Katrina relief
Week-long events of Hope Floats raised more than $13,000 for the Red Cross
CHARITY, from pagtl

Throughout the night, 15 different acts took the stage to help make
the evening a success. These acts
included the break dance club, Low
Key, the BluesTones, Exit 245 and the
Contemporary Gospel Singers. Several students shared poetry they'd
wntten as well.
Other entertainment included
Idle Ride, which came from Winchester to show its support, and
Jinxed © Twelve, which made the
trip from D.C. Junior Nathaniel
Baker, signed by Eighty-One Records, also helped to raise money

for the hurricane victims.
"UPB told me what they were
doing, and I definitely wanted to
perform and help make this event
work," Baker said. "Anything that
can help those in need and raise
money, I'm all for it"
Other bands induded Dangus
Kahn, Lime Salsa, Yours for Mine, The
Normal Detour and Left of Nowhere.
Junior Chris Beach who works for
Eighty-One Records, said he envisioned the event as a mini Woodstock.
"We did our best to make this
happen and create a benefit concert with a long list of performers," said Beach.

all photos by EVAN DYSON i

r ptuHofraphri

Laft: Victor Urn (left), vice prasldant of student affairs and student body president Wasll Spancer (rifht), sat tha goal of money to ba
rataad from Hops Floats for victims of Hurricane Katrina on Friday nltfrt. Rltfrt: Senior Katie Back man perform* wtth tha breakdanclnf club
as part of tha antartalnmant events.

JMU hosts
high school
choral festival
■Y CARLY LEDUC
COMMUTING WRITIR

Over the weekend, seven high schools participated in JMU's 5th annual American Choral Director's Association Choral Festival.
The festival was an opportunity for select
high school ensembles to work with JMU chorale. The festival had 280 participants including those members of JMU Chorale.
The high schools prepared their own music to perform in the final concert and thev
also prepared music that was sung with the
JMU Chorale.
Run by the JMU Chapter of the ACDA,
the festival was organized by senior president
Lauren Harmata, senior vice president Phil
Witry, junior treasurer Kathryn Neff, Mnlof
secretary Meg Skipper and their adviser, Patrick Walders.
Walders, the director of Choral Activities M
JMU, also was this year's clinician, whose job
is to guide ensemble rehersals.
In addition to rehearsing the music for
the concert with the clinician, the high school
choral students also participate in specialized
clinics that are intended to further their musical knowledge.
This year's clinics included a Movement in
Music class, a Conducting class, a Vocal Pedagogy class, a private clinic with Walders and a
clinic with the a cappella group Exit 245 about
singing and vocal percussion.
'The ultimate goal of the festival is for high
school students to further their musical and cht>ral knowledge by participating in a weekend of
high level musicianship with college students
and a well-reputed clinician," Harmata said.
"This is a big event because it is a great recruiting time for the school of music and 1VI
as a whole," Harmata said. "Student Ambassadors led a special campus tour for these visit
ing choral students on Saturday."
"Our organization works very hard to
be able to offer this opportunity to as many
schools as possible," Harmata said. 'This year,
we (had) to turn away four schools because of
space restrictions."
Schools that participated in the event wot
Spotswood High School, Hanisonburg High School,
Turner Ashby High School, Broadway High School,
Guardian Angel Regional Catholic School, Martinsville High School and Jamestown High School.

Liberal minds fill campuses Alternative spring break program
■v

JACITN
U-WRE

Scmrt

College professors who consider themselves politically liberal far outnumber their conservative colleagues, according to a report released last week.
"The American College Teacher," based on a
survey conducted by UCLA's Higher Education
Research Institute, found that roughly 52 percent
of American college professors describe themselves as "far left" or "liberal." while only 20 percent said they were "far right" or "conservative."
The study, conducted every three years, offal a snapshot of college professors in the United States. Researchers asked 40,670 professors
from across the country a range of questions regarding job satisfaction, their students and their
personal beliefs.
Regarding political views, the findings suggest a shnnking middle ground among university faculty. Only 29 percent ol those surveyed
identified themselves as moderates, compared to
40 percent just 15 years ago.
Overall, professors expressed mixed feelings on their students' performance. Around 75
percent of professors at private universities said

they were satisfied with the quality of their students, though just over half of public university
professors responded similarly.
Additionally, while nine out of ten professors said they believed a racially and ethnically
diverse student body enhances a student's educational experience, about a quarter said that
promoting diversity leads to the "admission of
too many under-prepared students."
Regardless of their feelings about student
preparedness, the report suggests that professors
are by and large committed to their students' advancement. About 83 percent responded that promoting the intellectual development of students is
a high or the highest priority at their institution
Other top priorities included enhancing the
institution's national image and prestige, developing students' leadership and increasing the
representation of women and minority groups
on college campuses.
When asked about their own jobs, the study
indicates greater satisfaction among faculty at
two-year colleges than at four-year institutions
Professors at two-year schools were more likely to
say they expenenced joy in their work "to a great
extent" by a margin of 73 percent to 67 percent.

researches new trip locations
■v KAREN KELLY
COWTJuauTwc WRITER
America is once again
working towards a common
goal in a time of crisis, with
impressive fundraising all over
the country for areas devastated by Hurricane Katruu
JMU's Alternative Spnng
Break program has begun researching passible trips to the gulf
region. Assistant Director of ASB
Lorelei Esbenshade said, "We are
very interested in making trips to
the gulf over spring break."
Esbenshade sai d they are faced
with many challenges, such as
housing. In order to take a group
down to the area, the program
would first have to find places for
everyone to stay, and various options are being explored.
Tulane University is closed

for the semester, so although
they may be able to house
some students by Spring
Break, it would be difficult
to contact people there. Even
charity organizations such
as Program Lazarus, which
Alternative Spring Break has
worked with before, was told
to evacuate and has spread out
throughout the country with a
temporary office now in Arizona, Esbenshade said.
She said although Program
Lazarus would welcome JMU
students, they are not sure where
they will by spring break and if
there will be places to stay.
The Alternative Spring Break
program is expecting a large interest in this kind of trip. Many
students have already been asking the student coordinators and
program director if JMU is plan-

ning a trip to the gulf.
Interested students can turn
in leader applications by Sept.
29 in Wilson 204, but exact plans
for this tnp are expected to take
longer than most tnps to QMS
nize. Right now the commumu
doesn't know exactly what kind
of help they will need in March.
Esbenshade said.
Much of the tnp organization will depend on students
with contacts in New Orleans
Students who have fnends, family, or a church contact in the
area are encouraged by ASB to
get involved and apply as ,i student leader so they can work
with ASB to plan the tnp.
Esbenshade said profa
sors also are getting involved
by doing research on their
own and exploring options of
relief agencies.
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK2005
September 25—October 2

arnica
ONE CONTINENT, MANY VOICE*
ELEGBA FOLKLORE SOCIETY

Sharon Sopher and Trust Mashoro

Bringing tha sights and sounds of
Wost Africa to JMU
Monday. 9/26/05

An Emmy winning producer/director teams with an award
winning camera person and filmmaker to create scenes and
stories from Africa that will leave you in awe.

Monday, 9/26/05 5:00pm
Taylor 404
An Africa At Work and an Africa that Works

Noon
The Commons
Opening Ceremony

Tuesday, 9/27/05 6:00pm
Taylor 404
Witness to Apartheid

4:00pm
Taylor 306
Master Class
8:00pm

Thursday, 9/29/05 8:00pm
Wilson Hall
One AIDS, One World

Graft on Stovall

ALL PERFORMANCES FREEH
Mr. Isaac Aggrey
Deputy Ambassador from Ghana to the Unitec
States
Mr. Aggrey will discuss the U.S. African Growth and
Opportunity Act (AGOA) and the Developmental Challenges Facing African Governments
Tuesday, 9/27/05 7:30pm
Grand Ballroom

Taste off Africa
Brought to you by the African Student Organization,
with food from the Blue Nile Restaurant
Friday, 9/30/05 5:00 pm
Grand Ballroom
Tickets can be purchased at the Madison Grill
Egypta: Myth. Magic and Mystery
Performed by the Silk Road Dance Company
Friday, 9/30/05 8:00 pm
Wilson Hall

For a complete listing of 1-Week events, please visit:

www.jmu.edu/international/iweek

IMIKNMIONAI
. | HAMS

International Week 2005

0g

«~-j! |- n> i
lt->«At«SitSiOMS

(Wat^e* Hall)

ACROSS
2 Urgcfelineof Afhcanand Asian forests usually
nixing ■ lawny coat with black ipota
• Country ihai borders the Rod Set. ■ 1/3 of this
country i women were freedom fightera in theu war
lor independence w ilh Ethiopia
7 JackauorHlackfooiarctypeaof thiiafiirn*! that
live around the most southern edga of Africa
• Slecp> Oy of Africa
12 IV closest living relative to the elephant thai u
also a rodent (two words)
I) Largest diamond-producing countryin the world
17 Indian ifceori island that it pan of number 32
II Nearh 18 percent of Africans living in the
tub-Sahara region practice thu religion
21 ()ne of Africa'* oldest inhsbttanU a gigantic
upiide-aown lousing tree found in the savannas of
Africa
21 Author of Things rail Apart"
27 North African capital city, home to the Barbery
Coast piruics. and ute of U S Marine invasion in
I BOS
21 Scenic ute in Africa
2* 44 of Africa! 54 countnea um
language
a> their official ilale language
30 (Hear-nominated director who wu jailed for her
film 'Witness to Apartheid'
31 Most populated city in Nigeria with approximately
16 8 million people
32 Number 15 i> located in this csit African country
All entries should be submitted to Daniel Hale
in the Office of International Programs (1077
South Main St.. MSC 5731) by Fnday. Sept. 30.
at 5pm. One winner will be drawn from the entries.
The answer key and the winner will be posted on the
olP web site Tuesday. Oct 4.

LetAs-t^ rvios^e evia»oitt> yow
$b*\<ly fend i»-»r*e*-»n

DOWN
I Aclc^u^iuoMllyuKdtornakeac*ranonial
garment in Ohana. hut now oommonly worn all
over Africa today

iL

3 J M Coct/cc won Nobel Prize for thii book
4 The capital and largest city of Kenya and a center
for lounst safaris

Meet- t-ea^ese^fAr-ive*

5 hndangared African cat thai ia the fasten land
animal
9 Former Bnush colony whose name mean* 'Lioness
Mounlaini'
II Thie artial was bora in Africa and just released a
new C D entitled "Stand Up* (two words)
11 Kenyan woman who began the Onsen Bell
Mo\«ment to re-grow forests in Kenya (two words)
12 African regjuni of U)l. dcnaelv growing evergreens
(two words)
H :■ the moit widely spoken African language, but ■*
only apoken by approximately I million people
IS Volcanic mountain in number 32 thai ia die highest
peak in Africa
It Semi •nomadic people living in southern Kenya and
northern 1 aiuania
I* Name given to the female hominid whose remains
were found in Ethiopia in 1974
2* A French speaking country that is found on Africa's
west coast, capital city is Dakar
22 Uhanaian head of the United Nations
24 Tall annual cereal grass grown in Africa thai bean
kernels on large ear*
25 The Sahara, Namib and the desert lake up over a
fourth of Africa's Untunes*
24 This music has its roots in the pentaionic rhythms
of bUuopian music (two words)

OlP

4ef cool st*4
and
For more Information, please contact th
Office of International Programs
at x86419, or by e-mail at studyabroadQHmu.edu
:
You may also visit our web site at
www.jmu.edullnternational
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PRICES: Gas companies
may require preauthorization
CASH, from page 1
lions pUce holds on fund J for gas
[mrcnases, Wachovia does not.
"Them- was a point when we
dW do it |with gas station pur^ fuses t but based on customer
itfedback, we got rid of it." said
VV*chovia spokesperson Scott
s|lvt«.tn "We value what the customer* think and want them to
be happy with the level of service
their getting. If it's not making
■was*? for the customers and us,
then we aren't going to do it."
Sheetz. Inc. asks for a preauthottatkm from financial institutions to make sure there arc
sufficient funds in the account.
"From there, the banks take
over," said Monica [ones. Public
Relations Manager at Sheetz.
'The misconception is th.it
|gas stations| put the hold, but
the bank is putting the hold.
|Sheetz| has no access."
The preauthonzation amount
went up from $55 to $75 at

Sheetz after Hurricane Katnna,
(ones said. "With higher gas
prices, the risk has gone up and
there is a greater chance that the
$75 minimum might not cover
the cost of the transaction," she
sud.
Unlike Hess, Sheetz does
not post anything in their
stores about this policy, but
there is information for consumers on their Web site.
There are limitations on
holds under Visa USA policy.
"Visa cardholders can use
their cards in places where the
exact amount of a transaction
may not be known when the
merchant first requests an authorization for a purchase. This
feature enables cardholders to
take advantage of such services
as express/video checkout at
hotels, pay-at-the-pump fueling
and one-swipe payment at restaurants," according to a statement by Visa USA.
As a result, Visa has devel-

CROSSWORD
1

prevention for the future. Once the virus is contracted, be ready to uninstall and reinstall your
instant messenger program.
|umor Nate Maietta said a good site for AIM
virus clean up is jayloden.com. Maietta said this
program is capable of cleaning up pretty much
any virus that can be contracted over instant mes-

Although plans have been proposed. Rose emphasized they are still very much up in the air. In
the academic component the main goals are to develop new and innovative academic programs to
meet commonwealth needs, identifying programs
to meet state and local needs and to expand current programs, such as teacher education, nursing,
health, engineenng and select graduate programs.
Projected enrollment for the end of the six-year
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36
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41

38

I

1

46

1

48

54
57
ACROSS

plaa which is the 2011-2012 school year, is 17,238
students, although Rose stated this does not represent reality due to the increased freshman enrollment this year. The budget for the next six years will
not be included with the six-year plan, but the base
adequacy need for the university was calculated to
be $62,723,622.
The financial component of the six-year plan is
also not concrete because of the dependency on adequate funds from the state, which is to be decided
by the Virginia General Assembly in Richmond.

33

I Vagrant
4 Emulates Ella
9 Occupation
12 Ms. Thunman
13 Cole Porter topic
14 - out a living
15 Gum flavor
17 Falsehood
18 Wade opponent
19 Hot
21 Load to carry
24 Count-out start
25 Greek X
26 Upper portion
28 Lute's cousin
31 Landlord's due
33 Actor Cruise
35 Clinton Cabinet
member
36 Hall's singing
partner
38 "What's up, -T
40 Help
41 "West Side
Story" gang

10

11

29

30

52

53

"

28

39

35
40

1

44

:
-

50

*

51

1

55

«

DOWN
1 Clear the tables
2 Diamond arbiter
3 West of Hollywood
4 Jolly Green Giant's
protege1
5 JFK administration
metaphor
6 "Exodus" character
7 On edge
8 TVpe of bird dog
9 Easter-basket tidbit
10 "Grapes of Wrath"
persona
11 Existed
16 Sandy's comment
20 Lollapalooza
21 Height (Pref.)
22 Comic Caroline
23 Lamb enhancement
27 Spacecraft
compartment
29 Oklahoma city
30 Last few notes
32 Abound
34 "Ghostbusters" actor

43 Beach Boys'
"Help Me. -"
45 Whom Simple
Simon met
47 Junior Olympics
org.
48 Not up to snuff
49 Jack's ladder
54 Solidify
55 On the level
56 Conk out
57 Opinion
58 Wipe out
59 Bond. e.g.

„

9

20

*

23

31

sage programs.
Another available resource forJMU students
is the university's computing department. JMU
computing can be reached online from the JMU
homepage or by phone at x83555.
Senior computer science major Andrew Kennedy works at Campus Net, a JMU computing
service. In the event of a possible AIM virus, Kennedy suggests calling the university's help desk.
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BOARD: Six-year plan addressed
BOARD, from pagel

2

12

oped policies to protect merchants and cardholders.
"Visa does not issue cards
and, thus, does not place 'holds'
on cardholder funds. The financial institutions that issue Visa
cards decide whether to place
holds on cardholder funds," according to Visa USA.
Visa USA implements a
three-day limit on holds so customers will have access to their
money as quickly as possible.
Visa requires that card issuing financial institutions release
all holds within three business
days of the authonzation request or when the transaction
clears, whichever is earlier.
In order to avoid getting a hold on your account,
consumers should make sure
they enter their pin number
when paying with a debit
card at the pump.
"With a debit card, |a hold)
is only an issue when you put it
in without a PIN," Wilson said.

VIRUS: AIM problems arise
VIRUS, from page 1
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se
so
37 Not wobbly
39 Pure
42 Villainous look
44 Chic no more
45 Fairy-tale trio
46 Jejuna's neighbors
50 Khan title
51 Billboards
52 Back talk
53 Crucial

For today's
answers
check out
www. the breeze.org

Spiritual, but not Traditional?
jf

Read Music?

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISM
The Uncommon Denomination

Wanna play handbells?
DDDDD
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Contact Heather Smith

JMU Campus Ministry
(of Asbury United Methodist Church)

Wednesdays @ 7pm
HHS room 3102
feulneia@jmu.edu

e-mail: smlthha@Jmu.edu
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HOUSK EDITORIAL

Conservative Wal-Mart makes a move into the bedroom
Wal-Mart is a mecca of onestop shopping. People whose
shopping list includes diverse
items like celery, paint thinner and bullets should pray towards the white star five times
a day and thank capitalism that
they can buy all those products
in the same location. But what
about the shopper that needs to
pick up some intimate equipment as part of their errands?
In a bottom line versus corporate morality decision, WalMart will begin selling a line of
"sexual well-being products,"
called Elexa by Trojan, on the
shelves of its Canadian stores.
Yes, Wal-mart will begin selling items including vibrating
rings and "Intimacy gel" — a
"beginner's intro to sex toys,"
according to sex columnist Josey Vogels.
This move comes as a surprise to those used to the WalMart that will not sell adult
video games, unedited CDs,
Maxim or most things that the
public enjoys. While a Walmart that caters to the needs
of its customers — rather than
antagonize them — would be a
vast improvement, it's hard to
believe that Wal-Mart's family
focus has become this blurry.
This is not to say that people
should be embarrassed of their
sexuality, and this is indeed a
step in the right direction, but
Wal-Mart needs to make up its
mind. They cannot decide if
they need to protect the world
against mature video games and

profanity in music, but then sell
a vibrating ring.
This move raises another
question — is no niche store
safe from being squeezed out
by a larger corporation?
It isn't enough for the chain
store to compete and win
against mom and pop hardware
or grocery stores — although
its selection isn't as broad, the
Wal-mart counterpart to the
north has now set its sights on
the local purveyor of porn and
artificial body parts.
It is fine for them to say that
they are doing this out of some
sort of public service where selling the items makes owning the
toys more acceptable in society,
but Wal-Mart needs to make up
its mind as to what values it
wants to promote and what values it is willing to surrender to
make another dollar (Canadian
or otherwise).
No one is going to agree
with everything that is sold in a
given store, and therefore WalMart should accept this and sell
unedited CDs if they are willing
to sell sexual products. At one
time, the argument was that is
was odd to sell guns but censor music. Now, trie store is no
doubt censoring lyrics that are
simply talking about the battery-operated gadgets they sell
in the store.
Sam Walton built an empire
that spans nations and is the
destination of millions a day,
but it needs to stick to a path
without hypocrisy.

OKK THE VVIRK
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Bicyclists lack manners near pedestrians
BV MiCHAQ R(MIIKI
Tilt REfUCTO*
One afternoon while taking a leisurely
walk to my car, I was suddenly forced from
the sidewalk by a raging bicyclist apparently running late for some important engagement
Stunned and rather perturbed, 1
stopped for a moment and watched as
the cyclist continued his hasty journey.
One by one, my fellow pedestrians were
nearly knocked (torn the sidewalk as they
innocently attempted their daily routines.
It wasn't until an SUV came barreling
down Hardy Road that the biker slowed
his pace.
This is becoming an unnerving trend.
With gas prices creeping upward and city
traffic giving almost everyone a migraine,
the number of cyclists on campus and
around Starkville has increased dramatically Unfortunately, manv of the new nders, and some of the old, haven't bothered
to leam their biking manners.
Of course, not all nders are guilty of
assailing pedestnans with their bicycles.
In fact, most of the bikers around campus
will avoid getting in the way of walkers unless it is absolutely necessary, but
enough riders have been disregarding
bicycle etiquette that this has become a
problem.
Bicyclists need to realize that they are

not pedestnans or vehicles. In fact legallv,
bicyclists are in a class of their own. While
motor vehicles are required to yield to cyclists as pedestrians, cyclists, too, arc required to yield to pedestnans. Riding atop
a two-wheeled human-powered vehicle
does not give one power over walkers, nor
does it give one the right to act as though
driving an automobile.
Cyclists need to take into account several things while riding through campus. A
few of these are actual biking laws; the rest
are suggestions from an everyday pedestrian hoping to survive his regular travels
without injury.
First you are riding a bicycle, which
means you're going to be moving faster
than the average person walks. There is no
need to speed relentlessly from one destination to the next If you're in a hurry, at
least try to slow your pace when riding
through more populated areas such as the
Dnll Field.
Secondly, when approaching a person
or a group of people on the sidewalk, don't
maintain your speed and hope that they
will scatter for you. Instead, slow down.
At least give them time to move before
you fly through. If they seem to be disregarding your presence, you may have to
veer from the sidewalk or walk your bike
around them. This is suggested especially
for times of heavy traffic between early
morning classes.

Walkers, too, should be courteous. If
approached by someone on a bicycle, you
should step to the side if at all possible.
Bikes don't have the ability to stop in a
split-second, so it is best if everyone practices courteous commuting.
l-inally, several areas on campus have
sidewalks designed specifically for bicycles. Use these when you can to avoid
pedestrian interaction altogether. Likewise,
walkers should remain on the sidewalk
designated for them.
furthermore, when interacting with
automobiles, cyclists need to use extra
caution. You must stop when you approach a crosswalk to be sure that the cars
on the road are prepanng to stop. Then,
walk your bike to the other side. Slowing
down and racing across the crosswalk is
not the most sensible way to approach
the situation. If you are unable to get to
a sidewalk and have to drive in the road,
remember to use the proper hand signals
when turning. Give any antsy drivers
enough time to slow down as you do.
It is likely that more bike lanes will
appear around campus if conditions
persist, but until then, bikers need to
remember that sidewalks are not streets
and streets are not sidewalks. And most
importantly, walkers should travel unscathed.
Michael Robert is a columnist for Mississippi Slate University's The Reflector
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DAJrrA&.^
E-mail darts and pats ki brre-j-dp&iuitmailittm.
Dam A Pals are tutmUaed anorrmoush and pruned on a
spate mxulahir basisSubmissions art based upon one perum i
opinion of a gnen stiuanon, person or event and do not necesvon/v refect ihr man
A "get-a-life" dart to the kid who tned to fight my
friend for saying "your mom" to him when he asked us
what we were talking about
From the girl who tried to stop you and was thrown out
of the way multiple times by your dumb ass
A "way-to-be-cool" dart to the guys on a balcony
in Hunters Ridge who thought it would be hilarious to
throw empty beer bottles at moving vehicles and break
glass all over the road.
From a disgruntled fellow Hunters Ridge resident with
a flat tire and a dent m his hood.
A "j ust-because-1've-been-drinki ng-doesn't-meanyou-can-kiss-me" dart goes to the boy at a party who
decided it was fine with him if he kissed an intoxicated
girl.
From a freshman girl who was having a fine time dancing until you tried to take advantage of her.
A "can-you-even-spell-culture?" dart to all the students who showed a complete lack of concert etiquette
and respect for the performers at Thursday's amazing
concert.
From a livid music performance major who hopes you
realize that you weren't worthy of the performers' talent and
also hopes to one day play for audiences more courteous and
enlightened than you

<

A "thanks-for-taking-a-chance-on-a-hitchhiker" pat
to the sweetheart for letting me ride along with him
to campus.
From a senior wlio thinks you are just as sweet as the
color of your car and thanks you for restoring her faith in
guys at JMU.
An "l-proved-myself-a-true-girl" pat to the guy that
stopped to help my girlfriend and I jump start my car.
From a junior girl who was truly befuddled by what an
engine block is and hope you got a good chuckle out of the
sight of us scratching our heads as we stared at the engine
of my car.
A "thanks-for-being-true-Southern-gentlemen" pat
to the four guys who ran in front of a bus to the rescue
of a woman who tnpped and fell.
From a freshman girl whose faith in the male student
body at IMU Imd been hurt by a few bad parties but is now
reaffirmed.
A "thanks-for-giving- Wal-Mart -employees-someexercise" pat to the girl who made two of them run
across the parking lot after you, at the expense of whatever you stole.
From four RAs who were enjoying their Cold Stone and
a chuckle.
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PERSPECTIVES

College students have faith
Bt

KELLY SMITH
CONTRIBUTING WRIJIK

For most of us. we spend 18 years
being taught the religious values and
beliefs of our parents. Depending on
our families, varying degrees of emphasis may have been placed on the
importance of religion, but more often
than not, it is in these years that we
feel our own personal religious beliefs
are formed. Our parents have given us
a shove in a certain direction on then
sue of religion and instilled in us the
knowledge they think we need to stay
on their designated paths.
Then there comes the time when we
go off to college and amid the excitement of new people and surroundings
we more than likely lose sight of the religious background we grew up having
placed upon us. A high percentage of
us do not attend church or practice the
religion we grew up with. Tnis is not to
say that our beliefs about Cod and faith
have changed per se, because the main
reason our church going habits are altered once we go to college is probably
laziness. However, with the independence that cornea with college comes the
independence of thought that allows us
to reevaluate our religious beliefs and
the coinciding moral values that shape
who we are and the decisions we make.
The beliefs we thought we had formed
with the help of our parents appear to
not be as concrete in our minds as we
once felt, as being away from home offers us a chance to develop our own
ideas about faith.
The majority of college students
would venture to say that religious faith
is a deeply personal issue. Depending

on the organized religion you associate
with, you are bound to feel differently
on certain issues that your faith may
have a firm opinion on. For example,
a college-age woman may be on birth
control but still describe herself as a
faithful Catholic. Whether or not we go
to church and whether or not we strictly abide by the rules of our faith, many,
of us would still call ourselves faithful
people As we have grown, we have
developed a more personalized idea of
what religious faith means to us, and
how we choose to practice it that is often different from our parents who may
remain more conservative.
College students as a group are
among the most liberal in the country
when it comes to social issues. Looking back on the 2004 presidential election, 54 percent of people in the 18-29
age group voted for Kerry, which happened to be the only age group where
more people voted for the Democratic
candidate over the Republican one.
18-year-olds go off to college and are
immersed in an atmosphere where
they are encouraged to get involved
and speak out on the issues they feel
are important. They are developing a
greater understanding for the issues
affecting our country that are often
controversial, and may choose to take
the position that clashes with the religious faith they grew up with. Few
would say that this means we are not
faithful people. As we have matured
enough to form opinions on social issues, we have come to separate them
from our religious beliefs and formed
an idea of faith that remains personal
and true to us.
Kelly Smith is a )unior English nujor
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Ad hominem not strong enough
In GPHIL 101. we learned there are several wrong ways to make an argument. One of
these ways, called ad hominem, was used in a
column in the Sept. 22 issue of The Breeze called
"Clinton cannot keep his mouth shut again."
An ad hominem argument is one where a person does not attack a person's point of view,
but simply dismisses their argument based on
personal character.
Throughout the column, the writer consistently uses slandering techniques to bring
down what former President Clinton has to
say. At every possible corner he mentions Linda Tripp, Clinton's rocky marriage and references to the Monica scandal. Yet he never once
mentions what former President Clinton has
to say and how legitimate his case was against
George Bush. In fact, the only argument the article can make is that Clinton is not allowed to
say mean things because he has a "bad" marriage. Clinton is a former president of the United States of America, and I think this makes
him a little more qualified than you or me to
make remarks about the job that Bush is doing
in the Oval Office. In a perfect analogy, why
do you think ESPN hires former players to be
their analysts? Because they know how the job
should be done. Attacking President Clinton'■
character only tells me that there are no legitimate arguments out there to refute what he has
to say. I also did not understand the writer's
point in mentioning President Carter, who he
again just attacked based on his personal characteristics. President Carter had nothing to
do with Clinton's comments on Monday, nor
did mentioning him add any relevance to the
writer's argument. This whole article was just
an obvious attack by a very biased republican
to pull thoughts away from the real issues and
put them on something that doesn't matter
(like Clinton's relationship history). The fact
of the matter is that Bush's approval rating is
the lowest it has ever been. Which means he
probably did something wrong. We cannot say
there is a wrong time to criticize a president,
when he is not doing the job we entrusted in
him. I know people are suffering and it's a time
to help, but people are suffering because the
people in charge did not take the proper action (this means Democrats and Republicans).
Someone has to take the blame and it starts
with the man on top. President Bush needs to
hear the criticism now rather in two years so
he knows that he can never again make huge
mistakes and not have to deal with the consequences.
Andrew Sigal, freshman
history major
Christianity isn't the only religion
The so-called Freethinkers show their distaste
for Christianity, the Bible and for Cod. According to a Sept. 12 letter to the editor, if Christians
would just stop telling people who do not believe the truth of the Bible that they are going to
hell, among other things in the Bible, then they
would not be so hostile towards them or jesus.
But what do you expect Christians to say to you?
Maybe they should say that everything is okay
and that no matter what you believe or don't believe, you are going to heaven. Or maybe they
should say that Cod understands why you don't
acknowledge him as God and why you will not
believe in his Son who died so that all who believe can have eternal life.
Every true believer of the gospel of Christ
has a responsibility to let you know that there
are only two paths which each person who is
alive or has ever lived must choose from. One
path is the path of life, which includes only
those who repent their sins and believe in Jesus
Christ. The other is the path that of destruction,
hell, which you are on if you do not repent and
believe.

The irony in those who call themselves freethinkers is that they do not accept Christianity
yet they accept everything else. Allah, Buddha
and any other god that man can create, freethinkers will not speak against — but the God
of the Bible they hate.
The message is that we all will die one day.
The question is, what is going to happen to you
when you die?
There are only two choices.
Adam Waller, senior
math major
Critism goes beyond Louisiana and Iraq
Consider this a "what-were-you-thinking?"
dart to The Breeze for printing Brian Goodman's
ugly, close-minded article, "Clinton can't keep
his mouth shut again" in the Sept. 22 issue. The
unbelievably biased Goodman offered lirtle-tono factual basis for his opinion — incredibly, he
didn't present a single quote from Clinton's appearance on "This Week" — but instead took
cheapshot after cheapshot until his article spiraled into a classless, cliched diatribe against
the entire Democratic Party. What do Monica
Lewinsky and Paula fones have to do with
President Bush's tax cuts and deficit spending? The vast majority of Clinton's criticism
concerned the administration's fiscal and tax
policies, yet Goodman failed to mention either,
instead pointing out that Clinton "lambasted
everything from Louisiana to Iraq." Well said
Goodman, who apparently detests Clinton's
"hick twang" but adores Bush's — hm, what
else could we call it? — Texas drawl, questioned
Clinton's right to "talk about how great the
country was under him." First of all, it's called
the First Amendment. Second of all, Clinton did
very little — if any — "touting his own track
record."
If the point of Goodman's article was supposed to be that former presidents are morally
obligated to "remain mum" on the performances of their successors — a questionable thesis
at best — his train of thought must've derailed
straight off a cliff. Any editorial that spends two
full paragraphs ranting and raving against the
evils of jimmy Carter — yes, that |immy Carter
— doesn't deserve to be read in public.
Evan Allgood, senior
English major
Argument without support
The author of the article entitled "Clinton
can't keep his mouth shut again" should be
nothing but embarrassed. The article reeks of
ignorance and bias. Even if one did not agree
with Clinton's sexual behavior during presidency, I'd think I'd rather have a president lie
about oral sex than a president who lies to our
country every day about an unjust war currently
taking place in Iraq. It baffles my mind that you
can criticize a presidency that left our country
with an economic surplus, a decreased poverty
rate and the largest deficit-cutting plan in history and a raised minimum wage. Now I ask,
what has George Bush done for our country?
Except maybe spent Clinton's entire surplus,
presided over the worst security failure of all
time and spent the majority of his time on vacation. On the day of his inauguration, 15 million
people took to the streets in protest, the largest
protest in response to any president in the history of America. Fifteen million people can't be
wrong. Not to mention a worldwide poll taken
prior to the election said that 98 percent of the
world population would have voted for Kerry.
What does that say about our president, George
Bush, the liar, the criminal, the worst president
America has ever seen?

Clinton spoke the truth
I absolutely love it when someone tries so
hard to look like The Breeze's answer to Matt
Drudge, but fails oh so miserably. In the Sept.
22 edition of this newspaper, Brian Goodman
attempts to put down President Clinton at every turn. Here are a few things for Goodman
to keep in mind. Bill Clinton is a former president. You do not label him simply as "Clinton"
as if he's any regular joe. He is President Clinton. Second, we live in extraordinary times and
you expect unwritten rules to keep the still very
popular former governor to keep quiet? Third,
George H.W. Bush did criticize Clinton over Somalia, Haiti and Bosnia. And fourth, yes. President Clinton had significant personal drawbacks. Throwing useless comments in every
paragraph about sexual transgressions is overkill and a sign of weak thinking, though. And
as much damage as President Clinton may have
done to the Oval Office, it pales in comparison
to the huge damage President George W. Bush
has done to the same office with his first five
years. Have we ever been more divided? Yeah,
the Civil War, but is that something we would
ever want to compare anything to? And hey,
have we ever been more hated? Don't think so.
Oh, and do we even need to discuss the absolute failure Katrina was for this unprepared administration? But yeah. President Clinton had
sex. Let us be more concerned with that. God
forbid we actually hold the current president's
feet to the fire.
Tommy Poe, senior
political science major
Clinton has the right to speak out
It is our inalienable right in this country to
speak our mind and let our voices be heard.
When I last checked, the First Amendment
applied to everyone, excluding no one. That
means that anyone, whether they are a former
president or an uneducated bum is able to voice
their opinion. Quite frankly, if there is anyone
who should voice their opinions, it should be
those that have experience and know the intricacies of the position of which they criticize
Thus, former presidents should be the first ones
to speak out when they see mismanagement by
a successor.
President Clinton has every right to voice
his opinion on matters pertaining to public interest. In fact, during the last five years he has
watched a fruitful economy become stalled, a
surplus turn into a deficit and friendly relations
with foreign countries turn into spiteful dissensions. Add the fact that in his capacity as a for-

mer president, Clinton is still one of the most
powerful diplomats in the world. One needs to
look no further than the work he and President
George H. W. Bush have done for the tsunami
and Hurricane Katrina victims at the request of
our current president. Couple this with President Clinton's recently held global summit, in
which a high ranking member of W's administration (Condoleeza Rice) participated with
power brokers worldwide who collectively
donated $1.25 billion in aid to help fight poverty. When was the last time that the current
President Bush was able to raise $1.25 billion
other than a) for his own self interest or b) in
the wake of a disaster?
Even President Jimmy Carter has the right
to speak out against public policies which he
believes are wrong. He has earned this nght not
through his accomplishments in office, but by
what he has achieved after his administration
through his global diplomatic missions and his
charity organization Habitat for Humanity. An
organization which President Bush should take
note of if he truly is sincere about his campaign
pledge of making home ownership an important part of every American citizen's life.
Robert Bowman, senior
ISS major

Editorial policies
Responses to alt articles and opinions
published in The Breeze are welcome and
encouraged. Letters should be no longer
than 250 words, must include a phone
number for verification and can be emailed to breezeopmton@hotmjil.com or
mailed to MSC 6805 GI, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze
reserves the right to edit all submissions
for length or grammatical style.
The noose editorial reflects the opinion of
the editorial board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of The Breeze.
Editorial Board.
Nathan Chiantella. editor in chief
A/ex Sirney, managing editor
Molly Little, opinion editor
the opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or
lames Madison University.

Alexa Schachter, freshman
undeclare
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Devil in a blue skirt
Despite scoring
the first goalJMU
couldn 't hold on
BY MATTHEW STOSS

SPORTS EDITOR

£&* L -&
EVIN SHOAflta-ir phMopaphrr
Duke was too much tor VmMd and JMU. The BkM Dndi beat JMU 2-1 In OT.

Rams
beat
Dukes

Four days after knocking off the
15th-ranked University of Richmond
Spiders in a victorious return to the
[MU Field Hockey Complex, after a
road trip stretching from Aug. 31 to
Sept. 21, the JML field hockey team

was looking to make it two in a row
against Duke University.
The No. 19-ranked Dukes hosted
the fifth-ranked Blue Devils in a Colonial Athletic Association / Atlantic Coast
Conference pairing Sunday afternoon
that required bonus hockey to decide.
Tied 1-1 in overtime, the Blue Devils came up with the goal they needed.
Shayna McCeehan found the back of
the net with 8:37 left in the 15-minute
overtime period to lift Duke over JMU,
2-1 at the JMU Field Hockey Complex.
"I thought it was a good game,"
JMU junior midfielder Baillie Versfeld said. "But I thought we could've

Offensive tackles Corey
Davis and Harry Dunn
bring big game and size to
JMU football's o-line
■Y MEAGAN MIHALKO
ASSISTANT SPORTS £DfltW

2.

Saunders
finishes
14th in
Minnesota

—from staff reports

see DEVILS, page 10

Big men on campus

RICHMOND — The Virg.nia
Commonwealth University women's soccer team defeated JMU
2-1 Saturday evening.
The Dukes only goal came in
the first period. However, they
were not able to hang out as the
Rams came back to score two
goals in the second period.
VCU's first goal came when
sophomore Shelly Lyle deflected
the ball off a corner kick from
senior Sandra Anger.
Within the next minute, the
Rams netted another goal by
sophomore Leigh Anthony.
Anthony's goal was her first
game-winning goal of the season.
The Dukes fell to 0-1 in Colonial Athletic Association play.
They will get a shot at evening
their record when they host
Towson University Sept. 30.
After Towson, they travel to
George Mason University Oct.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN — Senior Shannon Saunders was the
top finisher for the Dukes at the
Roy Criak Invitational Gold Race
held in Minneapolis Saturday afternoon.
The team finished 16th out of
the 31 team
held. Arizona
State
University won
the team title
and the individual title
ASU senior
Amy Hastings won the
race.
The clos- Snunders
est finishers
to Saunders were JMU senior
Nelly Anderson, who placed
59th, and sophomore Michelle
Beardmore, who came in 70th.
On the men's side, junior
C.W. Moran, the reigning CAA
Runner of the Week, finished
30th for the Dukes. He jumped
51 spots from his finish last season at the same invitational.
The men's Ham finished 17th
overall. Bngham Young University took the
team title.
SeniorAIlen Can was
the second
fastest finisher for [MU.
He came in
at 43rd ( .irr
was among
the JML runners
who Moran
made
improvements fnrni their finish at the
same invitational last season.
Sophomore James Pnntz finished at 83rd, again improving
on his 146th place finish in 2004.
The men's and women's cross
country teams continue competition when they head to Centreville, Va., for the George Mason Invitational at Bull Run Park Oct. 1.
Following that meet the
Dukes have one more invitational that separates them from
the CAA championship meet.

helped each other a little more, but we
gave them a run for their money. It was
good to score first, but it would've been
better to score last."
Unfortunately, it was the Blue Devils.
"We knew tney were a second-half
team coming in," JMU freshman forward Ashley Walts said. "And 1 think
we could've played better as a team."
It was Walls who got the afternoon
started offensively.
With 1:25 to play in the first half. Walls
Ux>k a pass from Versfdd and netted the
first goal of the afternoon to put Madison

CAROLYN WAUSKR semot ptuiographei

Junior Corey Davit and senior Harry Dunn bring a certain Intimidation factor to th« offensive unit of th«
JMU football team. They have proven to be a dominating force for the Dukes this season.

Theircombined weight
is 670 pounds. Their combined height is 12-foot-ll.
Meet junior Corey
Davis and senior Harry
Dunn, two of JMU football's starting offensive
tackles. When people say
they are big, they aren't
lying.
Earlier this season.
Coastal Carolina coach
David Bennett said, "I
quit looking at their two
offensive tackles because
they gave me diarrhea."
Dunn said, "We took
that as a compliment.
You have the advantage
already if you look intimidating."
There is no question
that these two look intimidating when they step on
the field, or even before
that. But the intimidation
factor is not necessarily
what the two of them are
always going for. They
just love to get out there
and play.
"Football is my life,"
Davis said. "I've been
playing since I was eight
or nine."
Dunn describes Davis as intense and vicious
— at least on the field. Off
the field it's a different
story. Davis is funny and
outgoing. Besides his size,
he's hardly intimidating.
At the start of games, Davis is himself. He's laidback when he steps on
the field, and part of that
comes fn>m the way he
and Dunn prepare before
games.
"Before games we hit

the whirlpools, listen to
music, watch some other
games," Dunn and Davis
said. "We just try to relax."
For Davis, that relaxation only lasts so long.
"When we first step
out into the huddle, I'm
singing," Davis said. "But
as soon as someone hits
me in the back or hits me
late, something just snaps.
"It's like Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde."
After that snap, people
begin to see the intimidating Corey Davis, the angry
Corey Davis that pancakes
opponent after opponent.
That's what Davis and
Dunn do — they hit people— And they like it
Sometimes the o-line
can seem monotonous
to the average spectator.
Those big guys are just out
there pushing and hitting
and never touching the
ball. Although Davis does
admit that he would like to
touch the ball "just once,"
him and Dunn wouldn't
have it any other way.
"I like playing (on the
line|, it's like if you've
ever wanted to dominate
someone and completely own them, you can,"
Dunn said. "That's why I
like it."
Davis agrees. "I like
it, you get to hit every
player."
While there aren't a
lot of stats for offensive
tackles in football, there is
one area of the game that
proves the success of the
offensive line and guys
like Davis and Dunn.
see BIG, page JO

Dukes dominate
Panthers in CAA
Volleyball ousts Georgia State in three-game sweep, improves to
10-3 on the season as they head into more conference play
BY JENNIIU CHATMAN
CONTKIIUTING ivwrr.it
Take a commanding load in game
one. Check. Hold on in game two. Check.
Come back even stronger in game three.
Check. Welcome Georgia State University
to the Colonial Athletic Association by
sweeping them in three straight games.
Check. Check. Check.
It appeared the women's volleyball
team had their nn II—II-,.L^II
orities straight coming »Ollejrtall_
into Saturday night's Saturday
game against new con- QCM
Q
ference loe Georgia j^g
3
State. The team earned
a decisive victory through excellent teamwork and communication. In addition tu
the team's success, there were also high
individual stats.
"Tonight's game was really good (or
us because we took care of business from
start to finish," junior right side Bavli Stillwell said. "We've been having a hard time
opening matches strong, and tonight we
did that well, which helped us to I'l.n ofI

fensively."
The team opened the first game with
an explosive start showcasing a very
strong and balanced front line. They took
the game 30-14.
"How we started was really important,'' coach Disa (lamer said. "We had to
be both physically and emotionally ready.
I IOM over, we learned we have to do a better job in game two after starting so (bong
the way we did."
The second game drastically differed
from the iirst despite the fact that the
Dukes won 30-27. (MU found themselves
with only a two-point lead for most of
the game. Georgia State managed to he
the game three times at 14, 16 and 24, yet
sophomore middle blocker Allyson Halls
came up big every time.
Halls and senior outside hitter Emilee
H uss.il k each led the team with 12 kills on
the night. However, one of junior middle
hitter Ashley Copenhaver's 10 kills came
at point 25, which ended the Panthers'
run en route to the Dukes' win.
"We need to work on not giving up
more than two or three points to our op-

I

ponents at a given time," Stillwell said.
"Sometimes we have little breakdowns
that change the whole swing of the game,
so we arc really working on improving
that."

...we took care of
business from start to
finish.
- Bavli Stillwell
Ml volleyball
After opening the third game 4-2, the
Dukes scored nine unanswered points
before the Panthers could get their thir
point in. JMU ended strong with a 30-19
win. Sophomore libero Jena Pierson finished wiuS a team high 18 digs.
The power and balance on display
was similar to that shown the night before
by the Dukes who defeated conference
m DIKES, pg W

*MY PATCRSON/,*,,,, ,,/„„
Sophomore Allyson Halls gooes up
tor a block against Georgia State

A&E

Caile While. Editor
Hali Chiet. Assistant Editor
breezeans@hormail x'om
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Brand. Carlile not like the rest

Festival explores different cultures, talents
BY FAREINE Si \KI/
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

■Y LOLA SIZEMOKE
CONTRIBUTING wRrriR

The new self-titled Brandi
Carlile CD is much more than
what you would expect from
a 23-year-old relatively unknown singer/songwriter. With
thought-provoking lyrics, a
unique and rugged voice and
an acoustic guitar, Carlile has all
that you need for a long summer
car ride. There's no doubt about her talent — she was named
one of the 10 artists to watch in 2005 by Railing Slow.
When I first listened to this CD, I could not help but
ask myself, is Carlile influenced by Janis Joplin's strong
voice or the softness of lames Taylor? Or is it more of a
smooth and upbeat Norah Jones? There sound certainly
has contrasting influences of blues and rock. The CD also
has some country influences but her voice and sounds are
different from any other singer, which is refreshing in this
industry.
As a non-country listener, I was actually impressed. I usually prefer more rock on my play list but this is a good mellow
CD for late night studying. The best part: you can picture a
great scene of a movie with every diverse song. The song "Fall
apart again" is probably Carlile's best. It is in this song where
she really uses her exceptional writing and singing. In a world
where so many songs are not written by the artist and are synthesized to sound better, it is great to finally have someone
who is original and genuine. Props for leading your own path,
Brandi.
•You'll like Brandi if you like ... Anna Nallck

'Walls' take listener back in time
BY CAHRII I'r!( 11F l< I
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you're a music lover bred
of the same old teeny pop and
hip-hop sounds. The Redwalls'
sophomore album may be just
what you're looking for. This
four-member group, originally
from Chicago, began their musical days covering songs of
British Invasion bands.
There is an obvious British influence throughout the 13
songs on their CD titled, de Nova. It has been said that The
Redwalls have a rather mature and unique sound considering their voung age (the four boys range from 20 to 22). As
each song progresses, it sounds like a trip back to the '60s.
The guys take full advantage of harmonies to round out their
sound as well as lyrics that are easy to sing along to.
When asked what some of their musical influences were,
vocalist/guitarist Logan Barren said, "When we were kids we
were into Nirvana and all that, but it progressed to the point
of taking things back to the roots." These roots include the
influence of classics such as Elvis, Hank Williams and Woody
Cuthrie.
The Redwalls have gone from days of practicing in the garage to touring with big names such as Rooney, Chris Robinson and Oasis.
•You'll like The Redwalls if you like ... Fountains of Wayne

-PANS

This past Saturday, visitors to Hillandale Park
were greeted by a colorful array of flags representing nations around the world. Signs thai read,
"Jambo," "Merhaba," 'Selama. Pagi" and other
ways to say "hello" were scattered around the
park entrance. Greek folk-dancing music entered
visitors' ears, and the scent of Middle Eastern cuisine flowed through their nostrils. People of different cultures roamed the park, sporting clothing
from various countries.
It was a sight to see — a true cultural melting
pot. This diverse event took place at none other
than Harnsonburg's annual International Festival. Residents of Harrisonburg and the surrounding area came to Hillandale Park to celebrate and
share their cultures with others.
Artisans showed off unique artwork, which
M1NDC WESTOOFF
contributing photographer included Tibetan textiles, Pakistani jewelry, Polish and Bulgarian pottery, international paintings,
The International Festival was
African wood carvings and Russian chair caning.

Henna artist Shehzeen Sumbal showed off some ol
her talents by decorating visitors' hands and feet
with henna tattoos, a popular trend in India and
Pakistan. With each tattoo, visitors learned about
the history of the traditional art, which is said to
have originated from Egypt around 1200 B.C.
Local grocery and retail store representatives
were also sighted around the park, promoting
their ethnic merchandise. Halal Foods, an international grocery store on North Liberty Street, sold a
sample of their seeds, nuts, legumes, spices, drinks
and preserves at the festival, attracting many new
customers. The grocery store specializes in selling
Eastern food and spices, and rents a number of Indian DVDs.
"A lot of people don't know that we sell Inter
national groceries, so they end up going to D.C. to
find them when we're right here in Harnsonburg,"
said Zainab Jabar, an employee at Halal Foods.
A Touch of the Earth, a store specializing in
selling international and domestic gifts, also pre-

hold this past Saturday.

see FESTIVAL, page10

Party in the 'Burg
Block Party introduces students
to downtown Harrisonburg
Douc CALLAHAN
CONTRIBUTINC WR/TTR
BY

A shopping cart relay rarely
fails as tne start to a fun day.
The Block Party in the 'Burg,
Harrisonburg Downtown Renaissance's attempt to spark students' interest in the downtown
area, was no exception. The festivities started a few minutes
after 3 p.m. on Saturday with
breakdancing, scooter races and
the aforementioned relay.
A crowd of spectators started to grow as the JMU Breakdancing Club took turns moving to Kanye West's "Touch the
Sky" on a portable dance floor.
Soon after they finished, JMU
employees and students weaved
through parking cones on Razor
scooters and carts donated by
Rose's Department Store.
Shapiro (band members Jeremy Teeter on piano and Nathan
Cranofski on guitar pictured
above) kicked off the rnusical
portion of the day on the main
stage by the Artful Dodger. Sha-

piro, composed of both JMU
students and area locals, got
the crowd moving and clapping
along with their brand of keyboard-infused indie rock. Their
style smoothly bounced back
and forth between psychedelic
interludes and upbeat pop, reminiscent of both Radionead and
Ben Folds.
"This was a good idea," said
senior Katie Yester, as junior
Nathaniel Baker serenaded the
crowd. "Downtown could definitely use more places for students to go and I'm glad they're
working on it."
Shapiro's
performance
warmed up the crowd for )ML'
favorites, Nathaniel Baker and
Ross Copperman C05). "Do you
guys like the Beatles?" Copperman asked. "We do too."
He and his band opened their
headlining set with a cover of
the WJiire Album classic, "Back
in the USSR." They followed the
cover with a series of pop-rock
see PARTY, page W

Persephone not the Bee's knees
■Y LOLA SIZMORE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Persephone's Bees' CD,
Notes from the Underworld, left

me unimpressed. Every song
was repetitive and, although
there were some pretty decent backbeats, each song just
sounded like the last. Although
their sound is different from
most funkadelic/punk bands, 1
keep hearing a strong influence of dull pop.
The band's lead singer, Angelina Moysov, brings her
strong Russian punk teenage voice and carnival keyboard
sounds to the CD, and thafs basically all. The CD starts out
with "City of Love" and "Nice Day," which are both written
by Moysov and are also featured on the band's Webspace site.
Both songs are OK except for the singing and lyrics, which
are so repetitive that by the end 1 wanted to take the CD out
and throw it out of the car window. I usually am a fan of
World Funk/ Punk, but this CD sounded like it was just trying
too hard to make it onto a Quenbn Tarantino soundtrack, and
frankly, it just doesn't cut it. This was definitely not the band's
best so I'm hoping that they come out with something more
original next time.
•You'll like Persephone 1 Bees If you like The Whit* Strip"

Musk like sharp stick in the eye
■Y GRAHAM NEAL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Mixel Pixel's Rainbow PflnoVi
is one of the most addicting albums I've listened to in quite
some time. That does not at all
mean their music is the best. At
several points while listening
to the CD, you reach to skip the
track, but pause, thinking, "1
gotta see how this plays out."
Ifi like watching a train wreck or eye surgery on the Discovery Channel.
Rainbow Panda has an eclectic sound, with apparent influences ranging from Blur, to '80s synthesizer, to The Shins, to
the soundtracks of adventure games from the original Nintendo system. The style of the album changes from song to song.
Starting on track three, "Desert Falcon," a nostalgic air is upon
u», as we feel as though we are playing classic video games.
We then move into a mood that sounds like your typical British rock band in the fourth track. "Silver Sparkle Amps." The
curvy road of Rainbow Panda once again throws our expectations to the curb, with "Holster" serving us the rhythmic
acoustics one would find on the "Garden State" Soundtrack.
Overall. Rainbow Panda is a stylistic abomination of musical standard. Mixel Pixel is talented at what they do. However,
I can't imagine them topping the pop charts any time soon.
If you are curious and looking for something delirious and
nonsensical to vary your music palette, give Rainbow Panda a
whirl. For all those who forgot what the work of a 3-year-old
with a colored pencil looks like, the album art alone is worth
checking out.
•You'll like Mixel Pixel if you like The Shins
CHECK OUT ANOTHER

CD REVIEW ON PAOE 10!
i

MINDI WSTHCWfammhutuigptutographrr
TOP: Drummer John Granofski, of Shapiro, played for college student* and members of the community at the Block Party In the
'Burg this past Saturday.
BOTTOM: Shapiro lead singer and pianist Jeremy Teeter plays alongside guitarist Nathan Granofskl at the Block Party.

PREVIEW

'Company' coming to Anthony-Seeger this week
BY MONICA BOOKER

CONTRrtUTIVG WRITER
Imagine all of your friends are married,
were married or are about to be married and
you are the only one left who is single. This is
the premise of Steven Sondheim's 1971 Tony
Award-winning musical "Company" — now
the newest play at JMU.
The musical takes place in New York City
where Robert, or "Bobby" as his friends call
him, played by sophomore Jake Odmark,
contemplates his single existence on his 35th
birthday. He wonders what he lacks in relationships through examining his married
friends. His examinations develop in Robert
more uncertainty about proposing to his girlfriend.
Renowned for his wit and beautifully
flawed characters Sondheim's mac and lyrics
create a coterie of individuals who encourage

the audience to laugh and ponder their own
human relationships.
"I had a blast working on this show," said
Odmark. "Each cast member brought their
character to life with color and excitement It

was fun seeing even thing develop.
"I was lucky to get to work with a talented
cast of hard workers. This show was a challenge to put together, but we put 100 percent
Into it. he said.
Co-directors and juniors Kate Webber and
Sean Mclntyre chose to direct Company"
after noting what tew other opportunities
— none — JMU Theatre had to oiler towards
musical theater productions this fall.
"I've really en|oyed the directing process.
It's something very new to me and yet I've
become quite comfortable with playing the
role," Webber said. "As an actor, it's been
easy for me to connect with mv ..ist and to
really try and help them be the best that they

!

can be because I understand what one has to
go through to develop a part and to fit that
part into a show."
As Odmark's character discovers what
marriage is like as seen through the eve- ol
Ins t. Wisest friends, several of his ex-girlfriends
reappear and dish the details ot their emotional baggage with him, taking him through
a whirlwind of self-realization.
"The musical speaks about relationships,
their ups and downs and in-betweens," said
Webber. "Which is something everyone can
relate to, especially college students " "( 001'
Deny" will run Wednesday, Sept. 28 through
Saturday; Oct. 1 in Anthony-Seeger Auditorium at 8 p.m. Anthony-Seeger is located on
the corner of South Main Street and Grace
street. Picket presale is Monday, Sept. 26 at
4 p.m. in Theatre II. Tickets are $5 and are
also available two hours before every performance.
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WHAT'S THE FLAN, STAN? BIG: Dunn and Davis
dominate their opponents
Here's what's going on in the 'Burg this week... check out the map!

MONDAY, SEPT. 26
Songwriter's Circle at The Artful Dodger 47 West Court Square (A on map)
Model A performing at Cups To Go starting at 7 p.m.: electro-rock band from
Sacramento, Ca.: 1350 Peach Grove (B)
Free pool at The Pub: 1950 Deyerle Ave. (E)
Gold Crown Billiards 9-Ball Tournament starting at 7 p.m.: 92 Chestnut Ridge
Drive (C)
TUESDAY, SEPT. 27
jt

Flashback Tuesdays at the Artful Dodger: retro music from the 70s and '80s
Chad Hanger performing at Dave's Downtown Tavcma: 121 S. Main St. (D)
Karaoke at The Pub
Texas Hold 'Em Tuesdays at Luigi's Downtown Pizza Co.: a night of poker from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sign-ups begin at 8 p.m.: 95 S. Main St. (F)

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28

BIG from page 8
That area is the running
game, and the success of the )MU
running game is a testament to
the hard
work that
> 1 aye rs
like Dunn
and Davis
put in at
the line. In
just three
games this
season, the
Dukes have
racked up Dunn
820 total
rushing yards. When tailbacks are
getting through with that type of

yardage, something is going right
in front of them.
It happens all too often that
the glory of the game goes to the
running
backs, receivers and
the quarMbfjdci i>"

making the
touchdown
plays and
driving
their teams
down the
held. If not Davls
the offense,
the comerbacks and safeties
tend to get a lot of credit for be-

ing playmakers. However, that
is not necessarily the case on the
JMU football team.
Davis was a preseason
All-American selection by Iaa.org, and played as a true
freshman. Both players already have been major factors
in the season thus far, and will
continue to provide strength
at the line.
Whether things are going well
or not so welt people are always
looking to Dunn and Davis.
"We are always getting
credit" Dunne said. "Everybody notices us."
Well, at that size, it's hard
not to.

DUKES: Volleyball continues
winning style, next up: VCU
DUKES, from page 8
foe University of North Carolirut-Wilmington in four games.
Although the Dukes got off to
a rough start committing 13 errors in the first game and ksmg
it 23-30, they came back in three
straight games winning 30-19, 3026,30-25.

Still well was consistent the
entire night leading the team
with 17 kills, a .682 attack rate
and only two errors on 22 attempts.
The team is now 4-1 in the
CAA and will continue play
next weekend visiting Virginia Commonwealth University

and the College of William
and Mary.
"These two games are going
to be very important," Gamer
said. "One being that they are on
the road and the other reason is
that they are the teams we will
be competing against for CAA
seeding."

RAISA ISON/nwn/wutj r*aotmpl*r

David Pope Quartet performing at Dave's Downtow n Tavema
■( Open Mic Night at Cold Crown Billiards starting at 9 p.m.: hosted by Jeremiah
- W Pmphett. Ladies play pool for tree. Guys with college ID pay $2.
It Open Mic Night at Luigi's Downtown Pizza Co. starting at 9 p.m.
Bucket 'n Music at The Pub: bucket specials and great music
Free yoga at Cups To Go starting at 7 p.m.: taught by a certified instructor

1
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FESTIVAL: Hillandale hosts cultural melting pot
FESTIVAL, from page 9
sented a variety of handcrafted and silver jeweln. manse and oils, clothes and beads and hemp
M the festival.
( Suy Spitzer, husband of Susan Spitzer, owner
of A louchof the Earth, said, "Everytning we have
in the store has an international flavor, and we enjoy bringing it here and being here. It's fun.''
Alung with the numerous vendors, the festival also featured a variety ot bands playing music
from the heartlands of Brazil, India, Kurdistan,
Israel and Ireland. Dance troupes courtesy of Diamond Elite Cheering, Wendy Benitez, UVA Hellenic Performers, USA Dance Inc., Blue Ridge Insh

Music School, Diana Sierra and Cvnthia Guzman.
The Kurdish Community alio performed and
taught vanous ethnic dances.
Entertainment was never at a loss, and visitors were fed by flavors of Greece, the Middle
East, the Canbbean, Mexico, Russia, Ethiopia,
Vietnam and Venezuela.
If you missed this year's festival, have no
fear, because the 2006 International Festival will
feature many of the same events and experiences, along with the new addition of a multimedia
cultural fashion show. It will be held next year
on Sept. 30, right here in multicultural Harrisonburg.

PARTY: Downtown welcomes students, community
PARTI', from page 9
OfiglnaJa that were very popular with both studtntf .<nd UK.IIS
During the dim name between bands, the
crowd shifted towards a pizza-eating contest
sponsored by Luigi's and an ice cream contest
sponsored by Kline's. Many of the Block Party attendees took brief tours of downtown Harrisonburg, partly to learn about the area and partly to
get a free T-shirt.
"It's going gre.it! said Jessie Chase, a volunteer for Harnsonburg Downtown Renaissance

who graduated from IMl in 2000 and acted as a
tour guide at the Block Party. "I didn't know what
to expect, but I think we did a good job of getting
through to the students."
While giving tours. Chase asked for input
from students about what would bring them
downtown more and the answer was consistently
"more bars."
"The important thing is letting them know it's
down here,'' Chase said of the downtown area.
"If more students come, more places will want to
come in."

Marjorie Fair's 'Serenade' has Maid-back feel'
■Y CARRIE TQCHERT
CONTRIBUTING WKTU

The sounds of Marjorie Fair's album. Self Help
Serenade, are similar to those of Coldplay. The dozen
songs on the disc are mellow with a verv laid-back
feel to them. This four-member ensemble is based
out of a poverty-stricken area of Los Angeles, which
is where much of their musical motivation has
stemmed from. This is the band's debut album, and
it provides a polished indie-pop feel combined with
slow, peculiar melodies of panoramic sound.
"Don't Believe" launcnes the album with faint
sound effects and a guitar melody As the track pro-

gresses, there is a similar and connecting feel that
alkiws the album to
freely flow from
song to song.
Some of the
band's musical
motivators include
Buffaki Springfield.
David Crosby and
Bing Crosby.
You'll like Marjorie Fair if you like
Death Cab for
Cutte
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The Dukes defeated Georgia
State In the two team's first
CAA meeting Saturday night.

DEVILS: JMU field hockey loses to Duke
DEVILS, from page 10
up 1-0 — her fourth of the year.
"Baillie dnbbled into the
circle and she was about to
shoot," Walls said. "Amy |DeCecco] was on my left side and
everyone thought that someone
else was going to shoot. Then I
took the shot and it went in. It
was the worst angle possible."
After the intermission, the
Blue Devils answered 12 minutes in on a Nicole Dudek goal.
It would be the last score of
regulation.
"I definitely felt at the start
of the second half, we had opportunities to attack as a team,"
JMU coach Antoinette Lucas
said. "Nevertheless, we came
out up 1-0 after the first half,
but against a team like Duke,

you have to expect you're going
to give up a goal somewhere
along the way."
Now, the Dukes have the
CAA waiting for them as Madison kicks off its conference
schedule Friday, when it heads
to Norfolk to host perennial
CAA field hockey power Old
Dominion University.
Last season only was the
second time since the conference's inception in 1984 that a
team not named Old Dominion
has won a regular-season conference title. Last year, the University of Delaware took the
crown, while the other school
to dethrone the Monarchs
was JMU in 1994 — the year
the Dukes won their national
championship.
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"[The team] would rather
play a team from the ACC, or
a stronger opponent," Lucas
said. "I thought it was a good
idea playing Duke the weekend before we play ODU. I
think we'll be in good shape to
play ODU."
Duke 0 11
JMU 1 0 0

—
-

COALS
JMU — Ashley Walls
Duke — Nicole Dudek
Duke — Shayna McGeehan
SAVES
Duke — Christy Morgan 4
JMU — Lori Amico 10
Records: Duke (7-2), JMU (5-4).

iquetball 101
: September 27
lister by!*September 26
Time: 6:00 - 7:30 pm
Wei I ness'Passport

Gauley River Rafting
iDate: October 2%
EE&by: September 16
I - 7:0d|bm
J'weiirTess'rassport
Cost: $120

' Strength Training Series:
Free Weights and Dumbells
Date: September 28
Register by: September 27
Time: 5:30 - 6:30 pm
Wellness Passport

Make the most of your spring semester!
Make the most of your spring semester with

For more information and application'

an exciting internship, challenging college courses,

• http //www vcu edu/capilalsemester

interesting guest speakers and all the tin.

• Virginia Capital Semoster. School of Government

ot Virginia politics

excitement ot a legislative session while continuing
your studies on a full-time basis through course work
at Virginia Commonwealth University
a $1,000 internship stipend

U3SE
www.jmu.edu/rci rcitiui
X88734

and Public Aflairs.PO Box 842028.

Experience Virginia's capital city during the

and earn

2
1

Virginia Commonwealth Univi
Richmond. Virginia 23284-2028 or
• Contact Jen Ihompson, J.D. at IBM) 828-2339
or |lthompson2©vcu edu
• Application deadline is Oct 1.2005.

UREC'S COMING ATTRACTIONS!

CLASSIFIED
Safdtldaa AppttcarJoaa
AraahUi NOW!

For Rent
BIG HOI TSF FOR RFNT Newly panned'
renovued 4 bed, 2 bath. Big kitchen,
lull size washer / dryer. Nice yard,
close walk lo JMU
Quid neighbors.
Only $1200 per monlh (540(246-6700

Interested in serving u an
ambassador to the JMU Commumt) '
SafeRidcs may be the perfect
urgaiuuuon for you! * Help us provide
a safer community by providing free
ndes to JMU students on Friday and
Saturday nights Check out the
wrbsitr for more details'

TOWN HOUSE Nice 3 bed, 2 5 baUV
Full kitchen, full size washer / dryer,
A/C. Close walk to JMU. Quiet neighbors.
Only MOO per monlh (540) 246-6700
I ROOMMATE WANTED lo shared
nice 3 bed, 2.5 bath lownhousc w/ full
kitchen, full sue washer / dryer. A/C close
walk to JMU with only I other person
Only $400 per month (5401 246-6700
STUDYING ABROAD SPRING 2006:
Looking to sublease Sunchase apt.
One room with your own bathroom.
I rn.iiI sertzoaxfajmu edu for details.

For Sale
n-83 PLUS Graphing Calculator. Like
new w/ box. $60 Call (540) 908-8963
$500 1990 Dodge Silver Caravan. Call
lor more information (540) 421-9059

Help Wanted
BARTENDING'
No experience
provided (800)

$250/day
necessary
965-6520

potential.
Training
Ext 212

WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey.
wwwOelPsidToThiak.com

WAlTRi.ssi.ss

NEEDED:

Apply

in person at Jess' Lunch Downtown

SafcRides
bOp//ofgs jmu edu^ssfendes
ArTLICATIONS Dl'E S.ptrmbrr 2fth
TIRED PARENTS OF TWINS looking for
in-home help during the week. Mornings
or early afternoons are best Walking
distance from campus on franklin
Street Call for details (540) 574-4025
DISHWASHERS WANTED FlexsNe
houn. evenings only, competitive pay,
good benefits, fun work environment
Apply in person at Joshua Wilton
House. 412 S Main St. Ilarnsonburg
or call for information (540) 434-4464

HEAVY KQUIPMENT OPERATOR
Training for employment Bulldo/erv
hockhoe*.
louden.
dump
truck*.
graders, scrapers, excavators. Train in
Virginia National certification, financial
assistance, job placement assistance. 800183-7364. Associated Training Services

Services
KIDIMi LB880N8 boarding, showing
Mill Creek Farm 234-9781 or 421-5994
FAMILY WEEXEND ACCOMODATrONS
Bed
and
breakfast.
double
room with bath in private home
close to
campus.
Two nights
SIOO
Call
(540)
434-7152

PART TIME DELIVERY PERSON for
local furniture store Apply in person
at The Furniture Warehouse. 433-0909

| www.thebreeze.org |

CANCLTN, ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
from $499'
Travel with America's
largest A ethics award winning spring
break company' Fly scheduled airlines,
free meals, beverages, biggest celebrity
parties1 On-campus marketing reps
needed'
www spnngHreskTnvel com
1-800-678-6386
(919)
968-8887
SPRING
BREAK
Early
Booking
Specials • I Rl I Meals ft Drinks - SS0
Deposit - Group Discounts 800-234-7007
www.eadlesstummerioars.com

MONDAY,

Shin-. 26, 2005111

Spriig Breakers

Going Abroad for
Spring
Semester?

Boo* early 4 save'
Loweat pncM. hottest dartnahons!
Book 15 « 2 Frea Trips or Caah
FraaMaato 4 Partita by 11/7
Highest Corrrnwon. Beat Travel Parks

H-wwjuiuplashlour\ com

aw Ma rnv

SPRING BREAK 2006 with Student
I ravel Services to Jamaica. Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida Are you connected?
Sell trips, cam cash A travel free! Call
lor group discounts Info/ Reservations
«W-MH-4rHV MHM WWn»ir/n»n

Need someone to
sublease from you?

Visit www.thebreeze.org to
place a cldbMticd!

Your Iruitli could be
HI.

PIH«?"N

lr<-;iNiir»\

Sell your staff in
The Breeze

Travel

cliissilit-tls!

Spring Break

Visit
Bahamas party crulaa from
»299.

» n M.llicln-ffXf.itrf' |

lo i»i-i*. ■ your

-I«I

iii

our i l.i s Hi. < I v .mil
online!

Cancun from $559.

CARPENTER
AND LABORERS
Excellent pay. Call (540) 568-3068
DOG WALKER NEEDED NEAR JMU
Seeking grad student/call (540)435-0841

THE BREEZE

Acapulco from $629.
Jamaica, Nassau, Panama
City, Daytona from $179.

Recognized 3 times for ethics!
Campus reps needed!

BABYSITTER needed in our home
part time for 3-year-old and infant.
Typical schedule Mon - Wed. 7:30
am - 5:30 p.m.
Also looking for
eve/wkndsitters Call Erin(540)438-1350

Wanted

GET PAID TO THINK' Make $75 taking
online surveys, www.casAraspenJ.com
DINING SLRVICIS is hiring for
locations across campus
Download
application at wwwjmu cdu'dinmg and
return to Gibbons entrance 7. Starting
pay $6.25. promotions up to $9 75
flexible scheduling! Meet new people

LIFEGUARDS WANTED
Westom Swimming Pool in
Hamsonburg

Competitive wages. Evening & weekend
hours. Applications accepted until positions
are filled

SptingBrtak I'm \ cl.com
(8001678-6386
BAHAMAS
SPRING
BRFAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 5 Days from
$299' Includes meals, taxes, entry
to ekdmive MTV event*, heach pariiri
with celebrities. As seen on Real World,
Road Rules' On campus reps needed'
www.SprmgBreak Trsvel.com
1-800-678-6386

(540)434-0571 for information

r.Y.
Sryle
Day Spa and Salon

COLDPLAY
TWISTED LOGIC TOUR

X*Y
NlIOaB,(»-(

Free Haircut
With Color or Highlight

I THIS THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29 ISVVN
TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE!

liCXEIs

TICKETS ON SALE wow at tw Ampnahaaaw Sea Oftca aa Tlt*atmaalir Ouaaa stums.
*
■ "Jj0 by phooa of onHrw 1 or wmw irtrturnni for m«w» ■Jormaaon cat C57) 368-3000
\WI\\ H W ****** 0, Ctar Door Cone**

Spa treatments
Inassaai
Nell Is

Facials

Quick. Easy.
Affordable. Good.

Hair Services
Relaxation Awaits Youl

What's not to like?

Mon, Wed, Fri 10 am-6 pm
Sat 10 am -2 pm
Pood l.ion Shopping Center
Port Republic Rd.
Harriionhurg, Va
(540) 574-0808

This week come celebrate our
15th anniversary with us!
expires<) !()

L 'I(fee

AESTHETICS & Cl \l (III IX,)

i

pxpires 9/30/05

50COFF i
I„.„,, BREAKFAST.
—~*.Mi SPECIAL i
Sausage,
Juuauyi;, ctj^,
egg, ^liccic
cheese Ul
& liunicilici
homefries

\

3?

& I Mi

$10FF
CHEESE
STEAK

Check out one of our
three area locations:
Market Street Location
1635-37 East Market Street
Phone: 540-584-0416
Harmony Square Location
174 l -K Virginia Square
Phone: 540-448-1997
Rocklngham Square Location
1731 South High Street
Phone: 540-432-1388

Quiznos Sub
"MMM...TOASTY!"
Complete Office Gynecology
• birth control planning & morning after
•pap smear evaluation & treatments
•complete gynecological exams
• STD testing

Other Services
• spa producls
•acne treatments
• laser hair reduction

FLEX and all major
credit cards accepted!

mineral make-up by colorescience*
weight loss/cellulile control •
skin disorder treatments •

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"

I Call (540) 437-1296
B|992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonhurg, VA 22801

37 Burgess Rd.
near the Harrisonburg
Crossing Shopping Center
(540)432-1302

Free Small Soda
with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp. 11/20/05
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other offer.
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Townhomes
In the Kitchen
In the Living
Room...

On the deck.

SIZE MATTERS

Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
Monday - Friday 10am - 5pm

ta

View a map to our location on GoLookOn.Com
—-•.. **_-

*J_*.
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WHATS INSIDE:

HOW TO: Tell your roommates they're messy

Convenient cleaning system
for roommates - pg. 2

Precautions may
help roommates
avoidfights over
cleaning

Helpful, healthy eating tips for
off-campus students - pg. 2
Great furniture finds and at-home
accessories in downtown
Harrisonburg - pg. 3
Apartment 101-pg. 4
Roommate bonding tips - pg. 7
Step-by-step guide: refinishing
furniture - pgs. 8-9
Healthy home cookin' - pg. 10
Create your own personalized art
for less-pg. 11
Caite White
Hali Chiet
Nathan Chiantella
Alex Sirney
Amy Paterson
Lauren Pack
Jenessa Kildall
Alicia Stetzer

•»

JANE SINGLETON

MUTE*

Moving in with your new-found college classmates or dorm males is exciting. It is almost inevitable, however, that
frustrations, anger, and/or annoyances
will arise when differences of opinion
occurs on one sub|ect — cleaning.
Have no fear — there are a few solutions to dealing with messy roommates
without ending friendships.
While discussing cleaning with my
roommates, we immediately realized
there were two full bags of trash by the
door, and that the counters needed a
serious wipe-down. Instead of trying
to blame one another, my roommate
decided to speak the truth and said,
"We need to assign cleaning duties or
I won't end up doing anything." With
that bright idea, we started to discuss a
system involving cleaning teams.
My first suggestion is to assign a
trash team of two people. If you're
wondering, why two, it's because you
probably have no idea how much trash
you go through when you live with
four people. Walking all the way to
the dumpster at an apartment complex
is also just more fun when you have a
buddy to walk with.
As far as kitchen duties go, a weekly
wipmg of the counters and microwave is
necessary, as well as the unloading of the

/**> illmlralum In AMY PATKRSON
dishwasher. In my apartment, we run the
dishwasher about every other day However, do not give the kitchen team the
duty of cleaning up dirty pots and pans
This could encourage lazv and messy
nommates to develop messier habits as
well as prevent them from learning how
quickly and easily they can put their own
dishes in the dishwasher.
On the topic of bathrooms, I recommend choosing a complex where you get
your own. However, if you are in a place
where you need to share a bathroom,
cleaning duties should be shared as well!
Switching cleaning duties weekly is a
good idea, but if ever you stumble across
a rough night out, take personal respon-

sibility to clean. Keep simple cleaning
products around, such as the after shower cleaning spray and dissolving toilet
bowl cleaner.
The amount of living room clean■ng that is needed depends on just how
many messy roommates you have. I recommend making a group effort of this
chore and rum on some good music,
take the vacuum out of the closet and
lust have as much fun as possible.
Remember — systems work well
when they work, but confronting roommates about messy habits could sail be in
.V^I """"• Try to set a clean exampk- in
the beginning and hope that thev follow
vour k'ad.

Eating healthy on, off campus an achievable goal with tips, new rerines
•r
■r

LOLA
SI/I MORI
LOLA S./EMORE
CONTUBUTINC w«irr«

II is scary enough going to
college, but it is even scarier
when you have to start deciding on healthy and nutritious
meals for yourself. According
to Becky Hinkle of Card Services, of the 6,405 off-campus
students that have a meal
plan, the five meals a week
with $150 dining plan is the
most popular. However, planning nutritious meals on your
own for the rest of the week
sometimes proves to be a challenge.
For some, grocery shopping brings them back to when
they were a child. Yes, Fruit
Roll-ups were great when you
were still enjoying recess, but
snack foods do not fill you up.
Junior Whitney Dear said, "I'm
a big fan of crackers, but that's
not exactly a meal." Dear is a

new resident of an off-campus apartment and has found
grocery shopping to be an
'overwhelming" experience.
Dear also mentioned that she
spends only about $50 a month
on grocery shopping but also
admitted to not cooking very
often, which is something she
would like to change.
Before you go grocery
shopping, make a list and do
not drift too far from it when
strolling the aisles. Make
sure to buy foods that can
be a part of a balanced meal,
such as vegetables and meat
products, and make sure you
are not just eating pasta every night If you are trying to
save money, never buy prepackaged meals or frozen
dinners. Although they seem
lime-effective and filling, you
can usually make the same
thing for half the cost and
with lower fat.

b.M.O.v
For
vegetarians who know
that JMU has a slim selection
of non-meat foods, earing soy,
tofu and other high protein
products can increase your
energy. Sometimes just eating an apple with a natural
Seanut butter spread or sunower seeds can dramatically
increase your energy level.
Protein snakes are usually
never as healthy as they claim
and most of the time, they
simply add on fat.
Many students find that
investing in just one appliance will make cooking easier
and /or healthier. For example,
some people practically cannot live without their George
Foreman Grill Whatever your
appliance, crock-pot, blender
or even quesadilla maker, the
investment not only proves
worthwhile but also a timesaver.
Perhaps some of the best

LJ.^. ...
fresh food can be found at the
Harrisonburg Farmers Market, which is held on Saturday mornings at the parking
garage downtown. The farmers market is a great place
for those looking for organic
and preservative-free products. This well-kept secret indues many of the city's local
farmers; they sell delicious
products such as bread, goat
cheese and fresh vegetables
for reasonable prices.
The Healthy College
Cookbook: Quick, Cheap
Easy" by Alexandra Nimetz]
Jason Stanley and Btntttnc
Starr also provides many recipes for those in need of something a little different. The
book, which contains recipes
for actual dinners like vegetarian lasagna and Balsamic
chicken, costs around $14.95
and is your best bet for adding
some spice to your night.

Ctl

FCS

!_ '

tasy Chicken, Potato ami
Vegetable Bake: low fat,
low calorie ana mrtrtrtoiu/
liptduntt
-* imi« booete,, ,kmtall
■>"*utliah«!(l-l/2b.)

chlcto„

■3 mrtium px>QIoe«.pMh<J,cu6«i
■3 medium carrou. coiner^ c^opotd
I medium onion, coiner, chopped
•3/4 cup routed hi kakw dreum.
•* Tbip p,ted pirmeun chMM

MvtfMn

4

,.i_Prt*" ""•" ■ ■ (J««™" n*»
3* *■ ,"»"«<.
P«*o«. am* „d
b k,n ,h

ZTV"
'J"" * « * °™* •«*
-i* the dn™,„, Bib on. hour or unul
„*W" " loote<> tf»°«|lv Spnnld. WKtr
V
««* pi'meun chee,.
^
^'
"tip. court«y of knflfimb.com
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Downtown offers unique furniture options for apartments
Thrift stores provide
students with
inexpensive choices
BY ASHLEY SOIAEFER
I ONTXBUnNG "KM<K

also herself. Don't skip the
awesome vintage clothes
section in the back!
Granny
LongLegs,
a consignment store located right on Main Street
downtown, caters to all
sorts of necessities. With
their collection of lamps,
chinaware, mirrors, wine
glasses and candle holders
— not to mention clothes,
bags, belts and other accessories — Granny LongLegs is definitely a neat
place to go. Since it's secondhand, the prices are

A big problem for college students living offcampus is the inevitable
stress associated with
move-in day. Whether it's
■is simple as finding the
right lamp or as important as getting the right
size couch, students go
to great lengths to make
their home away from
home feels like, well, a
home.
If you're one of those
people
incredibly
who'venevreasoner ventured
able
and
...its time lo
outside the
everything
Wal-Mart
appears to
step outside your
bubble to
be in fairly
explore
good concomfort zone
Harrisondition.
burg (where
PollyS
- to downtown
you'll be livCuriosity
ing for the
Harrisonburg.
Shop, lonext
four
cated at 102
years), ifs
Main St., is
time to step
definitely a
outside your comfort zone great store. Although all
— to downtown Harrison- of the products of things
burg.
are secondhand goodies,
Wish You Were Here, there are some really awelocated on 12 Newman some beer signs/plaques
Ave. by A&N, was exactly that a lot of college stuwhat you would hope to dents can appreciate in
find in an adorable little decorating their homes.
boutique. Inside are items There are also some neat
such as decorative clocks, vintage posters of Mari■ in.- soaps and lotions, lyn Monroe and lots of
precious wall or door- cool Coke memorabilia.
knob hangings and really Don't be afraid to look
unique and creative table around a little!
lamps. This is the ideal
Hess Furniture, on 13°.
store for any girly girl who N. Liberty St. downtown,
wants to not only acces- is truly a diamond in the
sorize her apartment but rough. Just like Polly's,

the outside may look a little intimidating, but once
you go inside, you realize
that there is actually a lot
of organization to what
appears to be a mile of
home accessories. Chairs,
desks, file cabinets, sleeper couches, cooking items,
dishware, pots, pans,
rugs, even golf clubs! You
name it, Hess Furniture
has it. Once again, this is
a secondhand store, so
the prices are reasonable.
Although some stuff may
be old and outdated, there
are tons and tons of awesome finds in their huge
warehouse.
Once you immerse
yourself in the feel of
downtown, you will be
shocked at all the great
hidden places chock full
of amazing home accessories.

Your mom's home cooking
[is closer than you think]

TOP: The top floor of
Hess Furniture, located
at 139 North Liberty St.,
Is filled with Inexpensive
chairs and fun pieces of
furniture to spruce up.

AMY PATKRSON /A*, rjmir

BOTTOM: Oranny
Longlegs, located on
Main Street close to
Jess' Quick Lunch. This
thrift store Is chock full
of Interesting finds from
furniture to clothing.

HARRIS *GARDENS
21S Vine Street Apartment 204 Harrisonburg:. VA 22802
Phone: (540) 4:I4-HSB9 Fax: (S40) 433-6569
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. to S p.m.

Start off your semester with a little taste of home.

Now
Old Country Store

Located to the right, off l-8i exit 243
121 Pleasant Valley Road, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (540) 574-3099

LEASING

2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Rents from $470-$539
All utilities included except telephone and cable

Fall 2005 Apartment and Living Guide
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Rent Range

Included Utilities

Pets Allowed

Floorpl»n

Ashby Crossing
432-1001

288

S325-S355lor 12 months

Water, phone, cable. Internet trail i

Yes (deposit and monthly fee)

4 bedrooms, 2 full baths

The Commons
432-0600

131

$305 $328 for 12 months

Water, phone, cable. Internet Hash

No

4 bedrooms, 2 full baths

Devon Lane Townhomes
434-5 ISO

12

$350 for 12 months

Trash

No

3 bedrooms. 3 full baths, 1 half bath

Fox HI*

101

S335-S345fot 12 months

Trash

No

4 bedrooms, 2 full baths

2SS

$200-5375 for 12 months

Trash

No

4 bedrooms, 2 full baths

Madison Gardens
434 5150

10

$260 for 12 months

Trash

No

3 bedrooms, 2 fuH baths

The Mill

119

5305-5320 for 12 months

Water, phone, cable. Internet trash

Yes (deposit and monthly fee)

4 bedrooms. 2 fuH baths

143

S295-3l5for 12 month!

None

Yes (deposit)

4 bedrooms. 2 full baths. 1 half bath

240

S34O-S3S0 for 12 months

Water, phone, cable. Internet trash

No

4 bedrooms. 4 fuH baths

Stone Gate
432-0600

167

5350-5360 for 12 months

Water, phone, cable. Internet trash

No

4 bedrooms, 4 full baths, 1 half bath

Sunchase

191

$335-5350 for 12 months

Water, trash

Yes (deposit and monthly fee)

4 bedrooms, 4 furl baths

35

S1639/semester($327foi10

Water, phone, cable, Internet, trash,

No

No shared bedrooms community bath

months!

electric.d^aninci services

432-5525
Hunter's Ridge
434-5150

432-9502
Pheasant Run
80H)660
South View
432-0600

442-4800
Campus
568-6505

REHt

Trying to sublet your apartment?
Looking for a roommate?
Why not see what The Breeze
Classifieds can do for you?
www.thebreeze.org/classifieds
Call 568-6127 for more information.
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BRAKES • 11 NK-l P • SUSPENSION

AUTO
JM's SERVICE

•Import & U.S. Cars and I rucks.
Free Estimates- All Work (iuaranteed
•Maintenance & Repairs
Pick-up <t Delivery Available
Experience the Difference
Master
Auto
Technicians

d

10% OFF
Any Repair
434-1147

TRANSMISSION • C1.1TCH • EI,K<TRI( Al.

Wilson

Watches
Watch batteries

Waterford & Lenox cjiftware

fashion Diamond jewelry
Colored Stone jewelry
MKQold"Jewelry

83 SOUTH MAIN STREET
HARRISONBURG. VA 22801 • 434-4693

Engravable Qiftware

Locally Owned Since 1879

Sterling Silver Jewelry

Watch Mattery $3.°° with this Coupon
"*

m

Expires 12/31/05

Tuesday
Wednesday

INVEST

In YourJfflU Living (Experience

Would you like to graduate with money
in your pocket9 Purchasing a property
(or you and your friends to live may
be easier than you think and provides
many advantages over renting

Sell your property when you graduate
and enjoy the appreciation to help you
get started with life after college You
or your parents could receive rental
income while you and your friends live
there.

Advantages of Buying
• Receive temal income while living there to help pay bitts and mortgage '
• Erkjoy the appreciation of your property while at JMU 2
• Sell your property when you graduate and receive cash lo start your new life
• Become a property owner at a young age and build your credit porttoho

LIVE RENT FREE
Contact me kx youi tree Buy v» Rent comparieon end
Me now you can live rent tree by owning a home near
Jemei Medison Utwerjity

2

LAUNDROMAT AND DRY CL£ANERS

©Wash
FREE DRY!

421-3996 • K»mp«r©CBFunkhou»«r.com

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Wednesdays &> Thursdays in
September and October 05
"lor 9 load wetfwn,

MC rtort

tor drt*H

Free Pickup/Delivery
•Dry Cleaning
•Laundry Wash & Fold 75<-lb.
(mm 8 lbs I

KEMPER FUNKHOUSER

ig)

Jine Diamonds

ejevders

jewelry Repair

#

OPEN 7AM-10PM 7 Days a W—k

(540) 574-Cl CAN
1630 Virginia Ave.

Harrleonburg. VA 22802
(On hwy. 42 nw Harmony Sq Food Lion)

The Breeze
Your Monday &
Thursday just got a
little bit sexier smarter

61

MONDAY, SEPT.

26, 2005 | www.thebreeze.org |
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Ashby.

Crossing
EXX3

,

!

t* i,''r|

Now Accepting Applications
for Fall 2006!

Picture yourself here today!
Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001
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HOW TO: Form a special roommate bond
■v

CARRIE TEICHERT

I \1RIBUTING WRITER

w

hat's
worse than
having a
bad
college roommate? Not much. The
•■mount of time we are
forced to spend with a select number of people —
p<\i,illy freshman year
—- has the possibility of
putting a damper on the
tour vears of college. We
should all make the effort
get to know each other
and form that "special"
roommate bond.
With the stress and
lime commitment of
classes, it can be difficult
to take the time and make
the effort to have quality time with the people
you live with. However, something as simple
meeting for lunch during the week can allow
enough time to keep up
with the excitement in
each other's lives.
Sometimes
living
with the same people
and being around them

for such extended periods of time can cause
unavoidable tension. If
roommate bonding is
something that has oecn
difficult for you and your
roommates, junior James
Stewart offers some advice. "I would say that
you should sit down and
talk with them — try telling them what is bothering you in the nicest way
possible and hopefully
you can work things
out," he said. JMU's Office of Residence Life offers several types of resources for all students
that can help roommates
avoid tension in their living situation. You can access information online
at xveb.jmu.edu/reslife or
Eo to the office located in
luffman Hall in the Village.
If, on the other hand,
you love vour roommates
and are looking for fun
and interesting activities
to strengthen your bond,
JMU and the city of Harrisonburg hold many entertaining options. On a
lazy Saturday afternoon

when we all know there
are good intentions of attempting the five-page
paper that's due on Monday morning, why not
pile in the car with your
roomies and explore the
town that surrounds us.
Check out local joints
downtown or head south
toward Bridge water and
Staunton. UREC also
offers numerous week
end adventures that are
reasonably priced. Visit
UREC's Web site to see
what they have to offer at
imu.edulnrrenlicn
How important is it
for students at JMU to
St along with the people
ey live with? Junior
Kristin Miller needs, "..
fun, supportive, confident people around her,"
because she wants to surround herself with people
that will challenge her to
grow and excel as a person, she said.
"I think it's really important to get along with
your roommates, 1 don't
think that you necessarily have to be best friends
with them, but there

should definitely be an
easy atmosphere ... that
involves being friendly
with the people you live
with," Stewart said.

All in all, it will make
your time here much more
enjoyable to live with people that will support and
value what you have to

offer. The next time you
have some free time, think
about spending some
quality time with whom
you share a room or wall.

phout tllusiraiton h\ AMY PMkRSOKpfuto edllPr

Pheasant Run To;

homes

6er Zxtirei
JL

(•■wittM.rMri

{£} \^ a map too* located on ^-,LncJcOn£om

8 I
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STEP ONE: Sandpaper your furniture
lightly. This will take some of the stain gloss
or old paint off and get the roughness out.
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STEP TWO: Apply one coat of primer. Let it
dry for a few hours.

STEP THREE: Apply two coats of acrylic
paint. Let it dry for a few days (sunlight
works best).

Do It Yourself
In order to fully test
out the directions
above, we put our
bumbling editor to
the test. And, no, the
flower stencil wasn *t
his idea.
STEfS ■* LOIA Sl/EMORE

i ••sTvmmsc.

WRTTIR

BY ClYSTA SWARTS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Looking for a new
way to spice up your
apartment? Have a little
extra cash and time to
spend? Why don't you
consider refinishing your
furniture?
We've all watched
enough 'Trading Spaces"
to know that refinishing
furniture can do wonders
for a boring room. What
you might not know is
that there are tons of
ways to do it, and most
are easy, and best of all.
cheap.
To start off, choose
a piece of furniture that
you don't mind ruining.
For your first refinishing
project, stay away from
Mom's antique curio cabinet, or Dad's handmade
rocking chair. Sometimes
our best refinishing intentions end up looking
more like a preschooler's
art projects. Often, browsing local thrift stores for
cheap furniture is a great
way to try your nand
at refinishing without

risking losing your only
chair.
Next, consider the
room and the existing
decorations. You want
to choose a design and
technique that will match
what you already have,
or what you're hoping to
have. Refinishing means
much more than simply
stripping a piece of wood
ana restaining it. Refinishing can include paint,
mosaic, decoupage and
more.
Think about color and
style: is your room filled
with bright bold colors?
Or does it hearken back
to Renaissance Italy? If
you're not sure what you
want to do, look at pictures from magazines,
holding onto pictures you
really love. Use the pictures as inspiration for
color, style, texture — you
name it!
Finally, it's time to get
to work. There are different styles of refinishing
that suit different needs,
so it is up to you which
style you choose, and how
you go about transform-

ing your apartment.
Painting is one of the
easiest ways to refinish
a piece of furniture. For
chairs and tables that have
a peeling finish, it's best to
sand the piece down to an
even texture before painting. For furniture with
bold or dark colors, start
by putting on two coats of
a blocking primer to keep
the original color from
bleeding through.
You can choose to
cover the piece in one
color, or you can use stencils, rulers and your own
imagination to create designs on the piece. Don't
restrict yourself to geometric shapes — dare to
integrate words or simple
pictures into your design.
Are you patient and
detail-oriented? Perhaps
a mosaic tabletop is for
you. Mosaics are patterns
or pictures made of many
small colored tiles. Think
cathedral floors. This
project takes time and
Catience but can produce
eautiful and classy results, all on a budget.
Mosaics can be simple

or intricate, depending on
the design. For your first
mosaic, check out easy
and clear Web sites like
Mosaic Madness (www.
miKaicmadness.com.au), or
ask the helpful staff of the
Craft House on Neff Avenue.
Sand down the tabletop to remove any finishes
or paints. Trace your design lightly in pencil. Sunbursts, concentric circles
or even variations on one
color are always popular
The Internet is filled with
stencils for mosaics that
you can print off of your
computer. Once you nave
the design down, it's time
to begin placing tiles.
For the true perfectionists, place the tiles first
without glue, so you have
final say over the ultimate
outcome of the design.
For those with a whimsical nature, grab a bottle ot
mosaic adhesive, a small
paintbrush, and lightly
apply the adhesive to the
back of the tile. Count to
five, and place the tile,
holding them for five
counts. (It should still be
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STEP FOUR: Be creative! Buy stencils or
wood transfers at craft stores to add detail to
your newly finished piece.

able to move a little on the
board). Keep going!
Once you nave all of
your tiles in place and
the adhesive is completely dry, your next step is
grouting. You can choose
white or gray grout from
the stores, but you can
also add dye to white
grout for another pop of
color. The grout should be
the consistency of toothpaste. Spread it on the design, making sure it goes
into the spaces between
the tiles. Wait about five
minutes, and then wipe
the excess off with a damp
cloth or sponge. Continue
spreading and wiping until the piece is covered.
The happy medium
between painting and mosaics is decoupage. Generally, decoupage is like
mosaic, but with paper
instead of ceramic tile. If
you ever made collages for
school, you've flirted with
decoupage. You can use
photos, magazine pictures,
construction paper, wallpaper, wrapping paper —
anything! Just adhere with
a decoupage glue; we rec-

ommend Mod Podge; ifs
inexpensive, simple to use
and works well as a finish
over the completed piece.
Do you have a dull
kitchen table? Cover it in
overlapping recipe cards.
Those stools at your counter? Cover the tops with
scraps of wallpaper (free
at home improvement
stores). Frame mirrors
in pictures of your best
friends, or words that
inspire you to look your
best. Decoupage is hard
to mess up, so push your
creativity to the limit!
These three ideas are
just the tip of the iceberg.
Talk to local craft and furniture experts. Surf the
Internet for DIY projects.
Tune in to TLC or HGN
for simple, wallet-friendly
designs. No matter what
your artistic skills, or your
budget there is a way for
you to refinish your furniture in style. Turn a tame
tabletop into a magnificent mosaic. Change your
cheerless chairs into seats
with style. Stretch your
creativity to make your
furniture one of a kind.

II// ftmm

b\ AMY RATERSON//*.*.* rdiuv

The reflnlshed chair. It could probably ba bettar, but It'a an at-home kind of Job. Not bad for first timers.
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RECIPE SPECIAL: Tantalize your taste buds with Citrus Grillers
<■ Mix and match the following to create your own delicious, healthy meal: M
Meat/Fish
Options:

Citrus Fruit
Options:

*4 small boneless skinless
chicken breast
halves (lib.)
*4 boneless
pork chops
(1 lb.)
*4 fish fillets
(1 lb.), such as
cod, tilapia or
salmon
•12 large raw
shrimp, arranged evenly
on 4 skewers

*5 medium oranges
*5 large limes
"5 medium lemons
*5 small pink grapefruit

Sauce
Options:

3 EASY STEPS:
X • Squeeze juice from one citrus fruit and mix with sauce. Pour half of the
sauce mixture into a large, resealable plastic bag. Add meat/fish and seal bag.
Marinate in refrigerator at least 15 minutes. Refrigerate reserved sauce mixture.
• Preheat the grill (or stove) to medium heat. Cut each of the remaining four
fruit slices each. Remove meat/fish from marinade. Place eight of the fruit slices
on the grill, and top with meat/fish. Brush with reserved sauce mixture.

2.

*l/2 cup barbecue
sauce
*l/2 cup sun-dried
tomato dressing
*l/2 cup poppyseed
dressing

J. Grill meat/fish in covered grill for five minutes. Turn meat/fish over. Add
remaining eight fruit slices to grill. Continue cooking until meat/fish is cooked
through, turning occasionally and brushing with the reserved sauce mixture.
Remove meat/fish and fruit from grill. Discard fruit slices under the meat/fish.
Serve with remaining fruit slices.
Recipe courtesy otkraftfoods.com

Huver
Kesvtals

Searching
For The
Perfect Place
To Live?

540-438-8800

www.OffCampusHousinq.com

For ALL Your Housing Needs

Numerous Housing Options:
Westport Village *
Hunters Ridge
* Mason Street *
Madison Manner * J-M's * Devon Lane
College Station * Liberty Street

Renting for 2006-07 starts October 15, 2005
www. rinerrentals. com

We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Fox Hill Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square

COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Gingerbread House
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

434-5150
715 Port Rcpubl ic Road
Harrisonburg, VA

s\
UU
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C f E .D I-et these tips be your guide when
Ifashioning your own masterpiece!

JILI k JIL!

step one:
First, pick a few colors that
match your decor. Start by
painting a large image on the
canvas for a bold visual
statement.

step two:
Try creating the same shape
again on another canvas, only
paint around it and fill in the
empty space with the color of
your first shape. This provides
a nice contrast.

| www.thebreeze.org | MONDAY, SEPT. 26, 2005
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Create art with one paintbrush, a creative mind
■Y SHALINI DIM

COWRtoimXG WRI7FR

If you're in college,
chances are you're on a
budget, whether it's selfimposed or your parents
have refused your pleas
for extra money to pay for
the "essentials." However.
M ivory college student
knows, you have to stare
at something while you're
distracting yourself from
your books. While art in
the stores is expensive,
there are some cheaper
options to make your living space unique and attractive:
D.I.Y. Photo Frames: If
vou have toas of pictures
Iving around, but can't see
snelling out all that money
for the photo frames needed to house them, it's easy
to make your own. Just
take a piece of cardboard,
sketch around the picture
you want to place in it and
then measure an even border (approximately one
inch) all around. Then just
decorate with fabric, dried

flowers, glitter, magazine
clippings — anything you
want. Let your imagination take over.
Posters: When you're
flipping through a magazine and you see an ad
that catches your eye, cut
it out and frame it. You'll
save tons on expensive
posters and paintings. If
you're not big on magazines, the Internet is another great place to find
pictures. The great thing
about this idea is that it's
easier to find picture-- tailored to your interest1-.
Collage: Make a collage with photographs,
and give it a theme. Alt
you need is a piece of
poster board and some
glue; decorate with things
you've saved while creating memones (i.e. ticket
stubs) and add some creative captions.
Nail up random items
on your wall that you've
saved over the years that
you never thought would
actually serve any real
purpose. Colorful bags

from upscale stores, Tshirts from concerts, baseball hats — anything to
brighten up the place that
you would enjoy looking
at.
Personalize your standard-issue furniture with
fabric that you can get
from any arts and crafts
store. Just measure the
amount you would need
and sew covers for the
sofa. You could even get
matching fabric and make
nirt.nns and drapes for
your windows.
Christmas lights are
an effective way to dress
up the living room. They
look sophisticated and as
an added bonus, they are
great lighting for MfttM
or setting the mood for a
romantic dinner.
Vase: Make your old
beverage bottles do double
duty and use them as a vase.
You don't have to
rnd a ton of money to
orate your apartment,
and this way, your place
will be personalized and
original.

step three:
Add smaller shapes around
your dominant image to add
more visual interest. Use an
acrylic varnish to coat the canvas and make it shiny. Hang
on the wall, and voila! You're
an artist!

photo* bv AMY PMl-MStMiptkHo tdmw

STEP FOUR: The finished product!

Y0U CAN HAVE IT
*„
J%
ALL
AT THE
MILL
The Mill -«■ GREAT PRICE - GREAT LOCATION - GREAT
RRFAT SI7F
SFRVIPF
SIZE - ftRFAT
GREAT SERVICE

w-y

APARTMENTS M

GREAT PARKING - GREAT PLACE

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE MILL:
"Out of all the apartment complexes. The Mill by far is the best."
"We were very impressed with the service at The Mill."
"I wish I was there (or another year, but I graduated..."
'From the adordability to the incredibly reliable and friendly management. The Mill is the ideal location."

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9A-5P
Saturday 10A-2P
The Mill Apartments
11-A South Avenue
540438-3322
www.themillapt8.com
email: themillapts(3>yarioo.com

FREE PHONE/CABLE/ETHERNETPrivate Line in each bedroom
'Activation/MaicMofianco Fee fequired

t£)

Ron Turner, Community Manager
Professionally Managed by
Weisz Properties, LLC
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Who says you have to live
like a student?

f*88*i

Groovy
faming Area!

J89»

Don't miss out! The Sunchase Leasing Season kicks off at 9:00 a.m.
on Friday, October 14,2005! Don't miss your chance to sign a lease
at the best apartment community in the 'burg!

540.4424800
www.sunchase.net

£}

